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Dr. Ferwerda's Group
To Tour West Africa
In Crossroads Program
MAY 8—Dr. Vernon L. Fer-
•\verda, recently named leader
of one of the fifteen student
groups traveling to Africa this
sumer under the auspices of
Operation-Crosroads Africa,
Inc., announced to the Tripod
tpday that his group plans to
.visit Nigeria; Ghana; Togo, and
Dahomey..
The group will spend most of
its time in Dahomey where
they will join an African stu-
dent group and may Under-
take, as part of their Cross-
roads work project, the con-
struction of a dispensary for a
DayHonors
Thursday
Over 20 awards, prizes and
fellowships for graduate study
will be awarded during the 12th
annual Honors Day ceremony
1o be held Thursday. „
Students selected to various
national honor societies during
the year will be commended
and the Richard P. Horan Me-
morial Trophy, given to the
fraternity which contributes
most 1o the Hartford commu-
nity during the school- year,
will be awarded. *. .
Holland scholars, the highest-
rankin students in each class,
and the winner of the Frater-
nity Scholarship Cup will he
announced.
The Donn F. Porter Trophy
will be awarded to that fresh-
man who most nearly exem-
plifies Donn F. Poier's char-
acter and leadership. Porter
was killed in Korea in 1952,
and was honored posthumously
with the Congressional Medal
of Honor."
Fellowships to be awarded in-
clude the H.E. Russell Fellow-
ship, Mary A. Terry Fellow-
ship, and the W. H. Russell
Fellowship.
community which has no local
medical facility.
Dr. Feiwerda's group will
meet in Washington in mid-
June for an orientation and
possibly a visit with President
Kennedy.
Meeting- The Emirs
In the late June the group
will fly to Lagos, Nigeria
where they will tour the Mus-
lim north country. During an
anticipated week and a half in
this area the group will visit
the cities of Kano and Kaduna,
the center of political power in
Nigeria. Here they will meet
the local emirs who are both
the religious'. and political rul-
ers. ,
From Nigeria the group will
travel to Ghana and Togo be-
fore linking up with the Afri-
can students ' at Dahomey.
The work camp, Dr. Fer-
jwerda reports, is likely to be
in the southern region of Da-
homey, probably at the village
of Adjara Devpu Kanme, 20
miles north of Porto Novo.
Understanding' Dahomey
From vtheir study tours of
the hustling English* speaking
countries on both sides of Da-
homey the group should be able
to better understand Dahomey.
Dr, Ferwerda feels that the
group may find in Dahomey
"pulling, and hauling in both
directions," towards Nigeria
especially.
The group which Dr. Fer-
werda heads includes four girls
and seven boys.
Two of the boys are Negro.
One is from Florida and pres-
ently at Howard University,
the other is from Ohio .and a
student at Brown. Dr. Fer-
werda expects these two stu-
dents to be very handy when
After 41 Years
Dr. Allan in Class
Dr. Allen Retires Soon,
Given Special Honors
For 41Dedicated Years
MAY. 10 — Colleagues a n d
friends today honored . Dr.
Morse E. Allen in special cere-
monies. • • - •" •*"
Dr. Allen, who will retire in
June, has taught English at
Trinity since 1920, a period of
nearly one-third of Trinity's
history;
Dr. Frederick L. Gwynn,
who will succeed Dr. Allen as
James J. Goodwin. Professor
of English Literature in July,
unveiled a portrait of Allen
the group faces- the -inevitable j painted by"" Professor Mitchel
questions about race relations |N. Pappas of the Fine Arts
in the United States—a subject
on which academic Africans
are . both Well informed and
also somewhat misinformed.
Department, and presented it
to Dr. Albert C. Jacobs who
Jacobs Lauds Service
Dr. Jacobs said he received
the portrait "in honor of one
who» for two score and one
years has served Trinity with
dedicated loyalty, great human
understanding, with rare schol-
arly teaching, and literary
ability. .
Senators Clobber SDC
In Operation Abolition
By JOHN WITHERINGTON
MAY 8—Sen. Michael Lutin
tonight proposed that the Sen-
ate recommend to the Faculty
Committee on Student Organi-
zations the abolition of the
Sophomore Dining Club.
Apparently incensed by the
SDC's failure to comply with
recent Senate demands for a
suitable new constitution and
b y l aw. s, Lutin termed the
group "a derelict organisation,
sinking fast and sure."
. Lutin showed the senators
what the- SDC had submitted
as its new government docu-
ment—"a tattered yellow ves-
tige of the old constitution . . .
a confusing set of- words whose
meaning I couldn't unscram-
ble-.. . . an insult to all sen-
ators and students."
The "new" • document was
the old constitution w i t h
changes pencilled in.
Not Enough Time
-Frederick Neulander, presi-
dent of the SDC, told the Sen-
ate that he had been given in-
sufficient time in which to
draw up a new constitution
(Neulander had been allowed
two and one-half weeks).
He disagreed with Lutiri's
bleak portrayal of the group,
quoting from a letter by Ad-
missions Director F. Gardiner
F. Bridge the May 8 Tripod,
which commended the SDC
for its hospitality and courtesy.
•-. Neulander stressed'! the im-
cherish this portrait, as it
through the years ahead the
scholar and gentleman in whose
honor it is so graciously giv-
en," ••
"Dr. Allen,'' continued Jac-
obs, "as the James J. Goodwin
Professor of English for fifteen
three of his advisees for mem-
bership. Final selection of
members would then be made
by a committee of present
freshman senators and class
officers and SDC officers.
Positive Action Needed
Morgan declared that posi-
tive action must be taken by
the Senate 'as there is "too
much bad odor in the organi-
zation to allow it to clean it-
self."
Sen. Donald Woodruff de-
school and hometown
concerned.
were! dared" that .the Senate was con*
j stitutionally permitted to rati-
Sen. DonaJd Taylor doubted
that a new organization could
be drawn up in three weeks.
Neulander has done well in the
last two months, Taylor added,
it will take time to clean up
the group.
Poor Attjtude
Morgan disagreed with both
senators, specifying that the
"general, overall, sloppy, deca-
dent attitude of the organiza-
fended the SDC, asserting that J tion" indicates that real im-
the club had been "invaluable"
and "doing a terrific job" as
far as candidates from his
provement has not t a k e n
place.
Senator James Sweeney de-
fy Sen. Luiin's recommenda--
tion for abolition of the SDC ,
and told the senators that their
honor was at stake in this
question.
"No organization has the
right to present such a scan-
dalous document as the SDC's
'new' constitution "to 1he Sen-
ate," Sweeney declared, "the
entire school is looking to the
Senate for action."
The Senate recommended
abolition 23-3. Further action
now depends on the Faculty
(Continued On Page 2)
Astronomical Fines Slap
City Parking Delinquents
By WILLIAM NILES
Students with out-of-state-
cars who have been casually
ripping up their Hartford
parking tickets will now have
to face the consequences.
'Collection Service'
Familiar with prosecution
procedures as a traffic court
reporter for "the Hartford
Times,. Kirtz pointed out that,
since these offenses were com-
mitted against the city of Hart-
Letters have been sent. out j
 f o r d " ^ n o t ' ag a in s t" thY~Col
by the Administration to offen-
 l e g e > t h e c i t V ] n o t T r i n i t y i
ders, bringing the fines to their
 s h o u l d n a v e t a k e n &rect a c t i o n
attention and -strongly encour-
 W h y > h e a s k e d i s h o u l d t h e ,
aging that they be paid by [College be a "collection serv- I Street lot at night. Challeng-
•"" ' ing the city of Hartford, they
(that many times their cars had
been ticketed while those fur-
ther down the street had been
left alone.
Most of the offenders, in fact,
live in Allen Place. Forced
out of the empty lot adjoining
Allen Place, they have been
faced with parking either in
the street or in the Broad
May 18. i ice" for the city?
Accepted the" painting" on "behalf j years, it is uniauelv appro-
of the College. i (Continued On Page 5)
Dr. H. A. Rusk Graduation Speaker;
Baccalaureate Address By de Blank
tion like the SDC especially
in the last weeks of school
when, prospective candidates
come to Trinity for interviews
I and tours. The Admissions Of-
fice does not want the college
to be without such a hostj
group, Neulander declared.
Easy to Criticize
"It is very easy to criticize
. , ." Neulander commented,
"but I have yet to hear of a
Amnter proposal."
Vice-president Baird- Morgan
answered Neulander by telling
of-.his recent, meeting with
Under the new District Court!
 B y t h i s i i m e , Kirtz empha-
System, the letters stated, pro- | s i z e d ( t n e city should have sum-
vision is made for summoning' - - -
violators into court where they
may be held liable for the
moned violators for, he said,
the summoning process is not
flevible and is no different for
tal fines as "scofflaws," andlTrinity students than.for Hart-
foi all- court costs, j ford citizens.
Irrate Reception | Tlie letters from the Admin-
The letters met with an ir-iistration, however, explained
rate reception as students! that the summoning process
chose to park in the street.
The result has been an in-
evitable row of cars along
Allen Place at night which is
periodically ticketed. If collect-
ed, these tickets should prove
to be a sizable bit of revenue| for ihe city. It is rumored that
the total is $1500.
Many offenders, still dazed
by the- amounts of their fines,
are wondering how the law
caught up with them. Some
think they were traced through
the majority of fines over $20. j ^ ^ g ^ S ^ n ^ | J-ever, stated>at as far^
Several students whose fines
are well above average have
taken "measures tt> hire a law-
learned how costly it was to been delayed because of  t  j
ignore those "little pink en - | " t h e generally good relation-
velopes." The fines ranged I ship between college and town."
anywhere from $2 to $120, with j I n a telephone interview, Dean
('i Lacy "emphasized" this~and add- their Trinity tags The Dean,j 4U * +i T+oKMchmnnf nf howev r, stated that as far as
ed that the establishment o£
 h g Hartford policethe new District Court system!„„<.
 thr, /„,„„„„«„_ * **,.-=-
agreed that the SDC has im-
proved much this semester,
yer. Although not completely;
confident that a lawyer wiilj
get them out of their plight,
has also been responsible for
the delay.
College Cooperation
Asked why the Administra-
got the information from their
state license bureaus. Further-
jmore, the cars of several viola
tors do not have Trinity tags.
By RONALD SPENCER
MAY 7—The most Reverend!
Joost de Blank, D.D., Loid,
Archbishop of Cape Town.
South Africa and a leading op-
ponent of that national apur-'
theid racial policies, will prt1-
sent the annual 'Trinity B;u-
calaureate sermon at an 11:00
a.m. Open Air Service, June"
11, it was announced today. i
The speaker, who will delivs'i
his address prior to the 135in
Commencement Exercises h€!u|
at 3:00 p.m. the same day, has1
been involved in the Souui
African racial controversy since j
integrating Anglican church".-;
there after becoming Arch-,
bishop in 1957.
Shortly after opening hnj
churches to rnembeis of al.'j
races, he challenged the oth'v'
prominent Protestant group n1 j
South Africa, the Dutch Re-
formed Church, lo do likewise, i
That group refused to adopt ^ .'-i
integration program, and a SP-
rious break between the two,
denominations developed. I
Churches React '•
Ths break was mended- for
a short time, but flared anew ,
after the killing of 72 nati\i-|
Africans at Sharpeville • JT ,
March, 1960. Immediately fol-
lowing that slaughter, Dutch
Reformed, Roman Catholi'-.'
and Jewish leaders called iov _
a day of "prayer and peni-
tence!" Archbishop de Blank,
refused to join in that activit;-. |
In j u s t i n g his stand, he
stated: "It is a necessary part
of Christian obedience to re-
nounce evil and repent before
creative and redemptive prayer
can be undertaken. (The An-
glican Church in South Africa <
therefore regards as hypocriti-
cal a corporate day of prayer
so long as certain sponsoring
-.churches have not openly de-
• flounced the primary evil cause
"
IWSBUsS f t
of Christ, Call of Morgan declared, .he still feels j * . . f e e l i(. w m b e wxorfh \ h g j tion and not the rity is demand-
The Most Reverend Joost de Blank
bridge in 1930/Be was award-^f 1944, he received ^ ,
 x a T l o n s e r v l c e s m ,Y n a t l o n s 0I1
ed an M-A. in 1933 and: a D.D. I shrapnel wounds, while serving i f o u r c o n t i n e n t s . H e has re-
Duty, Saints at Sixty Mile an
Hour, The Parish in Action,
and Is It Nothing to You?
MAY 15—An Associate Edi-
tor of the New York Times,
Dr. Howard A. Rusk, will be
the principal speaker: .at - Trin-
ity's Commencement exercises
June 11, President Albert C.
Jacobs announced today.
Noted for his distinguished
record in medicine, Dr. Rush
is Chief of Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation at Bellevue
Hospital and Chairman of the
Department of Physical Medi-
cine and Rehabilitation at New
York University. Also, he is a
visiting lecturer on Public
Health Practice at Harvard and
a member of the Visting Com-
mittee at the Johns Hopkins'
School of Hygiene and Public
Health.
In addition to these academic j
duties .he. is an Associate Edi-
tor of the New York Times and
in 1960 received the Albert
Lasker Award in Medical Jour-
nalism. His a frequent con-
tributor to periodicals, profes-
sional journals and encyclope-
dias as well as a co-author of
numerous books. . ;.-
Honorary Degrees
Dr. Rusk will receive an
Hononary D.Sc. degree 'from
Trinity-June 11. Former de-
. grees include the A.B. from the
University of Missouri in 1923,
and the M.D. from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania in 1925,
and nine honorary Doctor of
Sciences degrees.
In recent years Dr. Rusk has
studied' and observed rehabili-
tation services in 37 nations on
'the organization right now is
"
B a ] l l i l l u
" "
U L
 ° "  " | gamble. Anyway, thev figureJing payment, the Dean repliedj
rotten . . . and the officers, | ^
 l a ^ V e I . . s f e e s w i l f b e o n l y j t h a t ^ C o l l e g e ^ h a s _ seen fit
a fraction of their fines.
Senior Bill Kirtz, who re-
| to cooperate with the city of
j Hartford in this matter.
ceived a fine of" $68, objected! Another student, whose fine
to the fact that the College and | was S l l ^ t o o l ^ violent jssue,._„ ^ , i l t issu .
with the letter he had received j
Black Gat Opens Annex;
'Uselessness Of Life9
The Dominant Theme
By RONALD SPENCER , group is located at the corner
meetings, and constitution are
a farce."
Morgan and Sen. Bruce Hill
co-sponsored an alternate plan
for forming a "new SDC." The
new plan calls for each Junior]not the City of Hartford sent.
Advisor to nominate up " to ! warning letter to the offenders. a n d s t a t e d Uia t> h a d c l t y a c t l o n
I not been delayed by the Col-
lege, he would not have been
deceived into thinking that his
tickets were a "joke" and
could be ignored.
One of the students who had
retained the lawyer felt that
"delinquent parkers" stood on
fairly firm ground. The scar-
city of parking facilities, the
absence of "no parking" signs,
and the fact that the "no
parking on streets at night"
law was not uniformly en-
forced were, he thought, strong
points in their defense.
Studenis Picked On?
He elaborated on the last
by saying . that many
students living in the Allen
Place dormitories had noticed!
MAY 4: — Tonight' in the
dingy, dimly lit, paint spatter-
ed Black Cat coffee house on
of the present distress.
Afterwards, the Archbishop
urged that the Dutch Reformed
Lambeth in 1957.
After being ordained a dea-
con in 1931 and a priest in
1932, he served in several,par-
ishes before being appointed
vicar of Emmanuel, ' Forest
SlMorld Council of Churches.
U v r ^ Holland Native
S .*S; native of Rooterdam, Hoi-
Sf-'larifl; Lord Archbishop de Blank
Gate, Diocese
193-7.
At
IWar
of London in
as Senior Chaplain.
From 1946-48 he was general
secretary of the Student Chris-
ceived the United States Dis-
tinguished Service Cross, the
French Legion of. Honor and
wasr II p
i named Chaplain to the Forces,
and he continued in that ca-
pacity until 1946. During the
lanu. i^ora Ai-uiimbiiujj ^ " ' """ 'Afr ican and Italian campaign
received a B.A. from Cam- A I I 1 L < U ,
tian Movement. In 1948 he be- j similar matiohal honare from
came vicar of St. John the!
Baptist, Greenhill, Diocese of
London, and continued to hold
j that position until 1952. At that
time Archbishop de. Blank .was
named Lord Bishop of Ste-
pheney. ' . ' " •
The Baccalaureate speaker is
the author of several books iri-
Colombia
and Bolivia. . . .:
. Dr. Rusk is currently Chair-
man of the World Commission
on Research in Rehabilitation.
He'served as President of the
American-Korean Foundation
in 1954- and is Chairman of its
Board. He is. a past "president
of the International; Society for
eluding, Uncomfortable Wordsj, (Continued On Page 5)
announced the formation of the
Hartford "Philosophical Club"
devoted to the discussion and
perf orance of contemporary
art.
Under ; a ceiling decorated
with assorted driftwood mo-
biles, suspended ping pong pad-
dles and bowling pins, and an
incongrously -hung . watering
can, Christensen, founder of
the Black Cat, explained that
the new club would be devoted
to the "informal meeting of
young minds interested in mu-
sic, literature, and art."
Reportedly, .members of the
group will 'gather to perform
various works of their own
creation, and to discuss the
artistic efforts of many con-
temporaries.
Black Cat Existentialism
If the material performed at
the Black Cat is any indication
of the general tenor of the
young revolutionaries' efforts,
the dominant theme and phi-
losophy of the club will be the
uselessnes of life.
Shouting above the blaring
jazz of the Houston Fierson
sextet, Christensen . explained
that he expects members to
provide most of the entertain-
ment a t the new establishment,
although he plans to hire out-
side . talent occasionally.
Headquarters of the new
o f Church a n d Trumbull
Streets, at. the site of the orig-
inal Black Cat Serving copi-
ous amount of black coffee,
and with alcoholic beverages
strictly forbidden, the meeting
place will be open Tuesday
through Sunday from 8 p.m. j
until 1 a.m. :
Student Membership Urged
Mr. Christensen stated that
the Philosophical Club will be
operated in a similar fashion
to the present coffee house, al-
though he hopes to foster a
more intellectual atmosphere
at the new establishment. For
this reason he encourages col-
IL- of L Has
Note Taking
Organization
(UPS) A note-taking serv-
ice has been started at tha
University of Illinois with the
general opinion apparently ona
of casual assent if not com-
plete enthusiasm, reports the
Daily Illini.
For the first time, students
taking three particular Physics
courses may, for the fee of $i
per semester, receive neatly
mimeographed notes of their
lectures through the mail.
The founders of the enter-
prise, Ted Flynn, a freshman
in LAS, and Jerry Karel, jun-
ior in commerce, said they for-
mulated their idea after Karel
had talked with a friend who
runs a similar program on a
much larger scale at the Uni-
versity of Michigan.
Blue Eagles, Gov. Here
For ROTC Review Today
MAY 15—Connecticut Gover-
lege students to apply for !norT6hn~Dempsey'and"the O£-
membership. jficial United States Air Force
According to present plans, Drum and Bugle Corps will be
the number of members is 15m- in attendance this afternoon
ited to 100. Already 23 appli-jwhen the Trinity AFROTC
cants have paid the $2.00 en-1
trance fee, leaving only 75 va-
As of now, new members can
cancies.
holds its 'Spring Review and
Awards Ceremony.
The ceremonies, which in-
clude awards, change of com-
be admitted only by invitation mand, and a review, will be
or by sufficiently impressing held on the quadrangle at 4
Mr. ChrisU'nsen in .a personal p.m. and are open to the pub-
interview. . lie.
For Progressive Philosophs
Sometime poet Walt Loudy,
one of the first patrons at the
Black Cat, suggested to a Tri-
pod reporter that "if- anyone Is
interested in the philosophical
viewpoint of life, in progres-
sive jazz, etc. then he should
come to the Philosophical
Club."
Finally Hartford has a place
to "get cultured"—like I guess. The
The official Air Force Drum
and Bugle Corps, the "Blue
Eagles," is flying in from
Washington especially for the
occasion. Founded in 1949 at
Boiling Air Force Base, the 55-
man marching unit has played
in every rnjagor nation of the
world. In £958. the Corps rep-
resented thW ,United States at
the_ Workl ' | Fair in Brussels.
Review, the
twelfth held by the AFROTC
at Trinity, will see awards
presented to outstanding cadets
for exceptional effort, highest
grades, military proficiency
and leadership ability. Other
parts of. the ceremonies include
the assumption of command by
the new Cadet Corps Com-
mander and the announcement
of cadets from the junior class
named to cadet officer rank.
Governor Dempsey will, be
the guest of honor. Other niem-
bers of the reviewing party in-
clude Major General Frederick
G. Reincke, State Adjutant of
Connecticut;—Brigadier General
George R. Stanley, Commander
General, Connecticut Air Na-
tional Guard; Colonel Irving
E. Partridge, U.S. Army Re-
tired; Captain Richard Duncan,
Senior Naval Officer, United
Aircraft; members of the Trin-
ity Administration,
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Up From Fraternalism
Don't join too many gangs. Join few if any.
Join the United States and join the family—r
But not much in between unless a college.
At the risk of being deemed radical the Tripod would
like, with the help of the above lines by Robert Frost,
to address a plea for sanity to the Class of 1964, Don't
"waste your or the college's time and energies. Don't
join fraternities, . , i
Fraternities and many similar secret societies f or
insecure mystics are more and more today becoming
. (much to their obvious discomfiture) subjects of ma-
ture public 'scrutiny. But in their hour of ultimate
anguish their supporters have been firm. Senator Bar-
ry Goldwater (Masons, Shriners, Elks, American Le-
gion, G. 0. P. etc., etc., etc.), calling the ^fraternity
system a "bastion of American strength," told the
world "that where fraternities are not allowed, Com-
munism flourishes." To demonstrate his thesis he wags
the finger of scorn at the pink crimson banner of Har-
vard. How low can a university sink ?
Three Assailable Points
Fraternities thus wrapped in the flag have gain-
ed a certain "respectability" and, as a result of their
forced modifications of initiation bestiality, have by
some been deemed virtually unassailable., We might
here just suggest three possible assailable points.
:
 Actually, that "brothers" see fit to maul'their
future "brothers" during pledge period (someone is
being humiliated, we are told; we are not told which
which party is being humiliated) is only tangential to
"the real issue of finding a place in an academic com-
munity for fraternity like. At Trinity fraternities are
remarkably restrained in this aspect of their calculat-
ed infantilism. ', • - , , , - .
The crucial problem of cruel fraternity discrimina-
tion on the basis of ethnic accident must, of course,
be solved. This sort of enfranchised racism most as-
suredly1 exists in the Trinity fraternity system, be it
In the form of legal structure or — to use the classic
euphemistic misnomer — ' in the form of an intra-
• fraternity "gentleman's agreement." Delta Phi has
been exposed on this count. They piously vowed to
"work things out within the national." Progress: zero.
But-Delta Phi is not alone.-The Sigma Hu National's
discrimination :dause is constantly underfire around
the- country. Some Trinity fraternities have in the past
' magnanimously flaunted their collective "tolerance" by
offering to make certain Negro students social broth-
ers. It is to the credit of the students in question that
they refused such a condescending and compromising
half-justice.
Alumni Blamed
Many of the evils and embarrassments maintained
by fraternities are sheepishly shrugged off by "broth-
ers" as burdens which must be borne to- keep the
alums happy. While this is a sad reflection on the
courage of the "brothers' " convictions (and also on
the gay alum) it does focus attention on the alumni
as a serious handicap to free student action. Columnist
Murray Kempton adequately phrased the problem
thus: "Organized middle age seems always to overlook
the really important young because' they have no rec-
ognizable echo and little organized voice, being orig-
inals and not copies." Xet's have no more simpering
self-consciousness from students who fashioned the
yoke against which they whine.
., But these specific assailable points are only among
symptoms of the disease that is corroding the. College
fiber: thsi is the apocryphal use of the negative af-
firmation as a substitute for a personal commitment
through a value judgment.
It is either "why not" or "what is the alterna-
tive." To speak only of de-emphasis of fraternities begs
the Issential question: What kind of organization must
one have within a small college in order to'make life
tliere tolerable ? . . „
... In'brief, our message is simple. Don't join gangs.
Or restaurants. Or boys' clubs. There are too many
worthy causes crying- for boys to be men, for men to
commit themselves on their behalf. Don't waste your
or the College's energies. Don't join fraternities.
' G, F. W.
D. D. C.
W. A.G.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
FRIEDA'S
6 0 1 HER
CAT]!
i<5 TERRIBLE..7)
i'-QTa
;
 ME, CATS ARE TOE
CRAB Sr?AS£ IN THE
A * OF LlFBl
Tripod
Gadfly Role
Praised
To the Editor:
It's two o'clock in the morn-
ing, and I'm in the NSA office
in Philadelphia with several
hours of work ahead of me be-
fore I can go to sleep. I should
not be reading college news-
papers rights now, but as a
former editor I can't break the
habit. I certainly shouldn't be
writing letters to college edi-
tors, but your issue of May 1
has inspired me to bat this one
out before I do anything else.
It's not only the May 1 issue;
I've been reading the Tripod
sympathetically all year long.
You've been doing a magnifi-
cent job of forcing a campus
full of would-be account execu-
tives to consider some of the
more basic issues our society is
faced with. Your work on the
Un-American Activities Com-
mittee and on the peace march-
es has certainly been exciting
to me, not only because I agree
with you, but because you have
been both complete and objec-
tive. While it's obvious that yo;u
are in sympathy with most of
the National Student Associa-
tion's goals, you didn't hesitate
to print an article about NSA
reform on your front page. In
short, I'm, enthused about what
you've done with a usually dull
paper on a usually dull can>
pus.
To Afflict, Comfort
One of the several people I
have had the good fortune to
meet through my work with
USNSA is a former Trinity
student and a former Editor of
the Tripoa—Fred Werner, Fred
worked lor the Association for
a year after his graduation
from Trinity, and is now study-
ing cultural anthropology at
Stanford. He complained bitter-
ly about many of the Tripod
editors. I'm sure he'd be ex-
cited about the paper this year,
as I am.
There's little else I can say,
except to wish you the best of
luck in the future. If you 'feel
lonely in your fight to encour-
age student interest in signifi-
cant issues, please remember
that clasic description of the
role of a newspaper in a free
society: ". . . to comfort the
afflicted, and to afflict the
comforted . . ,"
ROBERT WALTERS
Lehigh University
Administration Assistant
National Affairs Dept.
National Student Assoc.
Chaplain Urges
Functional Class
Officers, Meetings
To the Editor:
It is good that Mr. Polk has
brought to light the uselessness
of Class Officers whose one
function is to run a hop, prom
or ball; but is his solution the
only one: to eliminate officers
and form a dance committee?
Class Officers have an im-.
portant function if the spirit or
unity of a class is important
all four years and for the next
fifty.
From forty years' observa-
tion of another college, and
from five years here, I can
say that class spirit builds col-
lege spirit, and the absence of
class spirit reduces college
spirit.
Problem Discussed
One problem being wrestled
with by the Faculty Freshman-
Sophomore Advisory Council is
how to carry over the high
freshman, motivation into the
sophomore year. About the
middte of freshman year the
new men meet upper classmfen
whose former freshman class
enthusiasm has disappeared,
"Enthusiasm" for anything j?
termed either unintelligent or
bad form. Hence l o o k i n g
ahead to sophomore year, so-
cial survival becomes the or*
der of the day.' The athletic
department knows well the
loss, in upper class years, of
athletes whose spirit has not
expanded into college loyalty.
May I suggest one" thing that
will strengthen the purpose arid
value of each class? (This will
not remove: from s m a l l e r
groups (social or ' extra-curri-
cular) tHe present values in
them; but it will bind two hun-
dred and fifty men across all
their interests while they are
in college, and especially when
they are alumni.)
T h e recommendation is
that there be three regular
meetings of each class year
t — others on calj.
More Meetings
At present all members of a
class meet the first morning of
Freshman Week and not again
until graduation. A notice on
the Bulletin Board this week
stresses need of _a meeting: of
'61 to form a class /organiza-
tion to work as alumni. This
is four years too late to build
class ties of loyalty and. inter-
est in Trinity over the next
half century.
What would happen at these
meetings? Let us take, a fresh-
man year— . ;.
A. Fall meeting — the week
after freshman week. Chair-
man: the appointed president
of F.E.C. — order of business
would include—
1. Introduction of members
of F.E.C.
2. Brief outlines by each
of his function on F.E.C,
such as:
a. Social activities •
b. Cheer l e a d e r for
freshman contests —- ask
for volunteers
c. Blood Bank—date of
first donor appeal _
d. Campus, Chest — out-
line last year's objectives.
Give date of 1961-62 drive.
Ask for volunteers to con-
tact the class.
e. Embassy — explain
campus-wide February in-
terfaith discussion groups.
f. Athletics , '
g. Class Motto—'-explain
that each class is to choose
a motto. Ask for sugges-
t tions to be presented at
February meeting.
h., i., j . , k.—other com-
mittees, etc.
3. Plans discussed for cop-
ing with sophomores, rush-
ing the arch, tug-of-war, etc.
4. Other matters from the
floor. j
5. Conclude with class pic;
ture.
B. February Meetings—first
week in Trinity Term
1. Minutes of O c t o b e r
meeting.
2. Old business—reports of
F.E.C.
3. New business—n omi-
nees for Class Officers in-
troduced. Three minutes talk
by each on objectives for the
class, and for the college.
Nominees for class repre-
sentatives on Senate; three
minutes talk by each on his
platform.
Presentation of suggested
class mottoes — explanation
and discussion; then vote
choice.
C. May Meeting —
1. Minutes- of February
meeting.
2. Old business—summary
of freshman year by officers
and senate members—assets
and liabilities.
3. Suggestions for sopho-
more year.
4. Nomination and election
of Professor judged to be of
; most help to the class;
Each year there would* be
matters of importance for each
l s s along these and fether
lines.
Development Help
At the May meeting of the
Junior Class the matter of
class giving and alumni organi-
?atkm could be presented by
the Development Dept., and a
class agent elected for six
years. He would have all of
senior year to make his plans,
and continue for five years
after graduation.
Strengthening the class while
in college strengthens re-
sponse to the college as alum-
ni. Is it not significant that
Princeton where class interest
and competition is highest,
there is also the highest col-
legiate reunion attendance and
h i g h e s t annual giving by
classes in the U.S.A',?
Class Officers have an im-
portant function if unity and
spirit of a class are important
all four years and for the next
fifty.
J. Moulton Thomas
Chaplain
Red Cross
Blood Drive
Lauded
To The Editor:
Today, was the first time that
I had ever given blood to the
American Red Cross blood
drive. One cannot imagine the
wonderful feeling I had of hav-
ing done something good as I
walked out of the center. The
volunteer workers were as
grateful as if the blood had
been given to save their own
lives. Later, • as I crossed Ter-
non Street, wearing the red
pin and a patch, on my arm,
a man driving by stopped and
said, "Thank you," in a most
frespectful way. Losing
pint of blood made me
that
feel
better than drinking a pint of
alcohol ever did.
It is too bad that so many
people did not pay attention
to the opportunity given them
to also be donors. It is worse
that so many students signed
up and never showed up. A
large staff of professionals and
volunteers wasted a lot of time
because of them.
I hope the next time the Red
Cross is here more people will
be wearing the little red pin of
the most useful and satisfying
fraternity ever, to come to the
campus. ' • ..
Henry Whitney
Call To Action
Issued
U. S. Student
To The Editor: -
The world is undergoing the
greatest change since man in-
vented fire or agriculture.
1) The discovery of atomic
energy necessitates the abori-
donment of war as a means of
"settling" differences of opin-
ion.
2) This calls for disarma-
m e n t and organization of
World Law and a World Au-
thority. • .
3) This means that nations
must abandon their striving for
power and profit, at least at
the expense of other nations
and peoples.
4) In turn this will affect the
conduct,of individuals — who
also will have to cease the
struggle lor power and profit
at one another's expense. This
may require that something
other than the profit motive
be found to stimulate man's
ambition.
5) Because its members
have so long insisted oh fight-
ing one another, the white race
has all bijt lost control of the
world. It now must abandon
its Mess of superiority and
leetrn to live with other races
as equals (or, in
bljnd course, as
ants)i
its present
their serv-
6) Further development of
en e r g y, automation, a n d
growth of population will also
force further great changes in
iour industrial and econom c
system.
'Conservative' Motives Hit
Few people realize the ex
tent and depth of these move-
ments, or if they do, are likely
to be trying to suppress them
from selfish or "conservative"
motives.
Great opportunities exist for
the development of leaders
Who will be able to take part
in these truly earthshaking
Foreign
Perspective
by HIN-SEAK LENG
Leng Compares U. Sv British Education^
By HIN-SEAK
Most- foreign students in the
United States are distinctively
aware of the peculiarities of
the. American system of educa-
tion. For those who are from
the British Commonwealth an
orientaion is iieeded before they
could actually begin to feel the
"current" prevailing on thg
American campus.
Without trying to evaluate
either the British or the Amer-
ican system, what are the dif-
ferences between these two?
Extended
In.the first place, students
from the Commonwealth gen-
erally have two more years of
post-secondary education be-
fore they enter the university.
These two
equivalent
years are m
to the first
faet
two
years in the1 liberal arts cah
leges in the States. It has been
sM that the last two years in
one of the great English,
schools fUCh as Winchester
and Eton are the same as the
F r e s h m a n and Sophomore
years in American colleges.
One is, therefore, very much
tempted to consider, the first
two years here as merely an
extended High School education
and this is further supported
by the evidenced need to apply
spoon-feeding measures.
The second difference is
closely connected with the first.
The emphasis on a "broad edu-
cation" in nearly all Common-
wealth systems ends with sec-
ondary education. The first
year in the university is the first
year of university education
and students are required to
pick an Honours course. Thus,
they major on the very outset
(4 Times The Work'
As a result of this, students
, of the British system, although
movements,
amounts of
T r e m e n d o u s
hard work arid
study will be necessary to
ready the present generation
of Americans to become lead-
ers in building this New World'
of the future—a task that will
be a long slow process.
The going will be tough, the
brickbats many, but for the
young man or woman to whom
a political career is attractive,
here is a field which is almost
vacant today in the U.S. The
problems'- are complex—scien-
tific, political, economic, so*
ciological, psychological, an-
thropological, and what not.
A broad view of all these fields
is necessary — not specializa-
tion.
It will take ten; or twenty
years of preparation to develop
the kind of leaders needed. Un-
less the present generation of
American students begins to
take a real interest in what is
happening in the world today
and what the future has in
store for humanity," where
among the white race will the
leaders of twenty years hence
be found?
; Iringv F. Laucks
P.O. Box 607
Healdsburg, California
(Editor's Note: Mr. Lucas is
associated with a group advo-
cating reciprocal disarmament
under a system that would
provide for inspection by an
international authority a n d
would proceed slowly enough
not to upset the economy. This
letter accompanied a pamphlet
explaining the program of his
group.)
Sr.Bali
Rudeness
Castigated *
To The Editor:
" It isn't often that Trinity re-
ceives a visit from one of the
rare talents in the entertain-
ment world, indeed, even two.
This visit was paid on May
28th to our Senior * Ball by
Miss Chriss Connor and the
Mayrjard Ferguson Band.
Specifically, it is the visit of
Miss Connor, and the recep-
tion accorded herewith which
we are concerned. Miss Con-
nor is one of the outstanding
artists in her field, as is Mr.
Ferguson, but unlike Mr. Fer-
guson, who being highly inter-
pretive yet brassy, she is a
sensitive singer who makes
the sound of her voice an en-
joyable experience.
; This experience was largely
unavailable to many of her
admirers in the Washington
Room that Friday night. The
gross lack of respect shown
Miss. Connor 'was very dis-
tressing. True, she may not.
appeal ,to many people, but
this ig hardly a valid reason
for such a display of rudeness
as exhibited.
Tom Reese :
Bob Woodward
they spend.. about the same
amount of time in residence as
the American college students,
are able to do at least four
times the amount of work don?
by their American counter-
parts,
Of course there is no neces-
sity to emphasize that this
great difference is not due to
the qualities of the students
here, but rather to the inherent
difference of the two system;
all the way down to the level
of primary education.
Ohio Wesleyan Faculty
Demands New President
MAY 2—Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity's faculty has issued a
bitter condemnation of Univer-
sity President David A. Lock-
miller, repotred a recent Ohio
Wesleyan Transcript.
The- statement, approved by
a near unanimous vote after
less than a minute of faculty
meeting discussion, called for
"a new; president or drastic
alteration of the administrative
Structure."
"It is the conviction of-the
faculty, as a collective body,"
stated the report, "that the
present and future well-being
of Ohio Wesleyan University
is not and will not be served,
as it deserves, under the ad-
ministrative leadership of Dr.
Lockmiller." ' •
Professor. Robert A. Mel-
ville said, "We find ourselves
facing a critical decade with a culated."
/ Recent Cheating
Ruling
Rapped
•To the Editors:
. It has recently been made
public that a certain member
of the student body has been
placed on admonition for cheat-
ing. It appears to me that in
two aspects of their evaluation
of the case the judicial board
has offended the honor of Trini-
ty College.
 r
During the last semester one
of the class of r64 was plaeed
on this same admonition for
throwing water on a group of
girls under his window. Also a
member of this class obtained
admonition for performing, be-
yond his call to duty as the
class of '64's "Ugly Man", an
act of "urigentlemanly con-
duct."
Are we to assume, because
e q u a l punishments have
been administered,
" c r i m e s" are
that these
equivalent
against our society? Evidently
the faculty do.
Faculty Wrong-
Recently the students have
been branded as irresponsible
for then- rejection of the honor
code on the basis that they
would not take the responsi-
bility of causing a friend's dis-
missal.
But now a student has beei4
caught deliberately cheating.
Without an honor code,, the
faculty have elected to treat the
offense as a mere misdemeanv
or.
.: I question the judgment of[the faculty and the Dean.of
It is no wonder, therefore,
that an American undergrade
ate degree is considered below,
that of the British. And tot
that matter, a British First ~*
Class Honours degree is rough, £
Iy equivalent to a good Amerw- *
ican Ph. D. in depth and
breath of subject matter, al- -
though it must.be admitted ths§ -j
it lacks the exhaustive reseanat \
of the doctoral dissertation* ~
But it takes three years to obi .
tain a B.A. or B.Sc. Honour!
whereas it taeks more than six j
years ta obtain an American!
Ph. P.
Why?
To what can we attribute this
great difference, besides saying
that there is a inference ia
the system?
One of the outstanding dif-
ferences is the emphasis placed
on reading in British and Brit-
ish-oriented unjversties. The
university s t u d e n t s are re-
quired to read widely, deeply,
leisurely and Overt critically
under the close supervision of
a distinguished scholar and
teacher.
The stpdents are not' required
to attend a certain number of
classes per semester or take &
certain amoutn of courses Of
credits as we understand them
here. Instead there is the tu-
torial method and students are
encourage to undertake more
independent studies.
Classroom 'Work'
Whereas in the Amenean
system students must attend
lectures and clases and 1he at-
tendance is taken. The resuli
of this is that as long as the
students are in class they are
fulfilling an educational func-
tion, irrespective of whether
they are sleeping, filling up
cross-word puzzles or prao
tising their artistic skills.
On aceount of all these dif-
ferences and "weaknesses" in
our system, there is a general
re-apraisal b£ American educa-
tion todayv
Requirements for undergr&d-
uate and graduate degrees aw
presently scrutinized to bring
about a closer integration with
the British degrees and thereby
a truer approach to university
education.
i
President who has no program,
a leader who does not lead, or
perhaps, a captain who has no
compass.",
In a previous meeting, the
Executive Committee of the
University's Board of Trustees
announced its support of Lock-
miller. It also recommended
that the position of University
provost be created.
Student Council action called
for a new President or a pro-
vost not under the control of
President Lockmiller as the
solution to the feud.
Lockmiller was pleased with
the confidence the trustees
showed in his administration.
"I regret," he continued, "that
some actions have been misun-
derstood and misinterpreted,
and that a great number of un-
founded rumors have been cir-
Students for their apparent
contradiction of the values of
Trinity College. For this deci-
sion, I insist, is an insult to
the, integrity of our college.
MIKE MALM
\Ampie' Library
Hours
Questioned
To The Editor:
What underlies the "ample
j library hours to satisfy student
needs?" Is the: college accept-
ing the generally poor student
attitude, and limiting herself to
it The college seems to be
saying, "We defy you to study
in the physical space we hav*
provided." - There is amplfr
space for student needs and
the college is satisfied with' the
extent of those needs. Ten
o'clock as the closing hour
may be ample, but twelve
o'clock is necessary.
Ernest Anastasio
Puritans' Steers
Originate
Lodge Baubles?
To The Editor:
Your readers might be inter-
ested in knowing that frater-
nity pins in their original lo;m :
first appeared in New England -'
during the early part of the
seventeenth century. Termed
"brands," they were introdJfed *
by the Puritans and worn by
their cattle
A. David
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Freshmen Deem Non-Fraternity
Man Significantly Han ; TX Tops List
Number of, Freshmen indicating this as their;
Fraternity
T.X.
AXP
i A.D.
PhiPsi •
• DPhi
S.N.
St. A.
PsiU
Deke
Q.E.D.
(choice) I
36
22
16
13
11
10
,8
7
4
3
3
II
21
16
16
19
13
11
15
• ; •
in
30
21
18
16
6
8
11
11
.
 :5
4 . 4
4 • ' — .
Some Freshmen indicated interest in two houses.
These figures are not included in any other table.
Fraternity 1st Choice Second Choice
St. A.
DPhi
PsiU
AXP
AD
PiKA
T.X,
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Some Freshmen indicated interest in. only one
house. These figures are not included in the
other table.
House ' V Students
S t . : A , "• ' 4 • • • • • ' • •
A; D. 2
PiKA^ 1
Q.E.D. 3
PsiU 1' ": .
AXP _ . S *
Deke 1
• S. N. 1
Do you thing a student at Trinity is significantly handicapped by not belong-
ing to a fraternity? \
Yes 110 No 60 Other answer 11
Do you think fraternities occupy the'proper place in the intellectual and
social life at Trinity?
Yes 122 No 30 Other answer 29
Do Jr. Advisers play an important role in rushing?
Yes 69 No 99" pother answer 13
If you are asked to join the fraternities of your choice would you consider,
any other fraternity which gave you a bid? '••
Yes 111 N. 47 Other answsr 23
MAY 11—Theta Xi ranks
•' first among the houses in popu-
'• larity with- the freshman class,
i as'36 frosh litsed T.X. as their!
all indicated their desire to
pledge next semester. ,
AXP Second
Alpha Chi Rho received the
i first choice tonight in a post-! *""•. "~ " : " .
'„ , . „, _.._, .;
 x_j second largest number of votesMason plan pool geared toj
show how the the frosh rate
the fraternities: and their place j
on campus.
The poll was taken .during
.supper in the freshman dining
\ hall with / 181 frosh resident
j students participating.
Only 14 students
'Bestiality . .
 : . .
Other quotes were, "lack sif
bestiality," "unanimistic ''i »j
what they represent,"' and: per-
haps the most enlightning . of
all "Phi Psi isnt' typed, they're
with nineteen. The third place j
 a y e r a g e Americai;'hack.offs.;*
went to Alpha Delta Phi which
managed to get 36 votes.
Students "were given three j
 m e m b e r s h j p i n
and told to lis" "--'—'
The participants were almost
universal in their . rejection of
negatively to the question, "Dojyou want to join a-fraternity
'next year?" The remaining 167
choices in numerical- order.
T.X. also managed to get more
replied [second and third choice votes
Frosh Voters Split Over
J.A. 98 Place In Rushing
MAY 11—One hundred and \
ten freshmen today in a Tripod-
administered p o l l indicated
their belief that a. student at
Trinity is significantly handi-
capped by not belonging to a
fraternity, while 60 said a stu-
dent is pot handicapped.-
Many students modified their
answers to state that an inde-
pendent only got hurt socially.
Two frosh ,who_ made com-
ments which indicated they
didn't want to join a house
stated, "depends whether he| wants knowledge or social
life," and 'on the contrary, I
think he is handicapped by be-
longing." " , *-'
Role Of Fraternity At Trin
GiTen Vote Of Confidence
MAY 11—In a Mather Din-
ing Hall poll today, 122"fresh-
rnen indicated that fraternities
cfceupy the proper place in the
intellectual and social life at
Trinity. These expressing a
negative opinion numbered -30,
(while 29 students gave other
answers or did not answer. ":
, Many replied that houses
played their proper social role
but not their proper intellectual
role. In fact, some frbsK stated
houses took away from- the in-
tellectual lifeof the campus or
were separated from , it too
much. .
A lev? students answer with
a vigorous negative, claiming
the fraternities do not have
enough power. One cited T.X.'s
being mtoved out as an example
of fraternities not receiving
enough respect from the col-
lege ».administration. Another
said ( le houses should be al-
lowed to have sleping quarters.
Frats Necessary
Many replied that fraternities
are necessary, although their
social aspect is overplayed.
One student, after checking
Delta Phi as his first choice,
said "fraternities are' fine if
they* don't carry some of their
activities too far. By this I
mean excessive drinking and
uncivil conduct."
Other * comments
tion, "how valuable is Trinity
to fraternity life?" „, . •
Included in the wide range of
comments - were "for the most
part they offer a well rounded
life," to "most fraternity men
a r e anti-intellectual,". a n d
"don't be hostile, George!"
An extended comment read,
"Trinity has unfortunately a
big reputation for parties and
a somewhat smaller reputation
for scholastic achievement. The
great emphasis upon sociaF ac-
tivities in fraternities tends to
:keep ...Trinity in the class, of
mediocre small ivy colleges. A
change must be made."
Frosh No Fools For
Phony Rushing Deeds
included
""fraternities should play more
of a., part in doing- good for
MAY 11—The seventh item;
on today Tripod poll asked
freshmen to lis| rushing tech-
niques employed effectively by
upperclassmen. Although many
of the freshmen answered with
question marks or wrote they
didn't know of any; many re-
plied with most unusual, state-
ments.
Most frequent replies were
"cave duty," rides to other col-
leges, party invitations, friend-
liness, concern *>ver a fresh-
man's marks, loans of cars^'big
grins and handshakes, bull/ses-
ions, the integrated dorm,
match making at other colleges,
classes, extra-curricular activ-
i t i e s , drinking, intramural
sports, and the buddy tech-
nique.
Certain answers applied to
Mason Plan methods. They in-
Hartford and the college,'^jeluded: a show of sincerity
"enrtain fraternities are noted'
for their animal shows," .and
'if they help satisfy the social
needs of the students, then they
are in their proper place."
How "Valuable .'..'.
One answer asked the ques-
when a frosh enters the house,
smiles or in the opposite sense
a disgruntled 'hello', special
invitations to Mason Plan, hav-
ing girls in the house and de-
laying freshman schedules with
ping pong games.
Free Beer
Other interesting examples
were:, giving cigarettes, Sunday
meals, beer parties, little back
room activities, and free cof-
fee. -
Two replies that listed Theta
Xi as their first choice said
"snow" and "dinner at the
Hearthstone." Another answer
was Psi U's "Brookside and 84
Vernon St."
Numerous _ freshmen men-
tioned the Cave as the happy
hunting grounds for rushing
One frosh wrote: "rushing
should not be completely ob-
vious; for example, Phi Psi's
cave team has become a joke
among many freshmen."
One frosh conceded, "None
for me—-I guess they aren'
very anxious for me." •*
. • Scholastic Interests
Many replies -were-by men
interested in pledging. They in-
cluded:
"In some ways, but not to
the extent that the college ex-
perience cannot be-full."
"Yes, what is tnere _to do
here on week-ends?"
"Only if he wanted to be in
a fraternity and" then wasn't
asked."
"Definitely, his marks will
drop.,"
What's That?
. "No. The fraternity depends
on. the college but not vice-
versa."
One frank pollee replied,
'generally not belonging to a
fraternity is a symptom of be-
ing handicapped', riot a cause."
A more gentle answer was "so-
cially although not academical-
ly. Lack of facilities for non-
fraternity people is a problem."
Another reply was that a
non-fraternity man is handi
capped only if he doesn't have
a car. A probable philosophy
major wrote, "No, one can do
with life what he wants."
Mather Xo Answer
A;n extended-.answer stated,
'The college does not have ade-
quate facilities for independent
social life on campus. Mather
Hall does notr serve well
enough in this function. The no
girls in rooms after ten is also
a handicap. A student is forced
to join a fraternity in order to
have some place to take his
d a t e . " •; .• ' .-
Another freshman said, "I
feel fraternity membership in
a particular house represents
social standing and prestige."
MAY 11—By a 30 vote mar-
gin, on the sampling of Class
of 1964 opinion on fraternities,
-the 'no' votes today tallied
heavier than the 'yes' votes-in
answer to the question: "Do
Junior advisers play an im-
portant role in rushing?" Nine-
ty-nine voted no, while 69 re-
ballots- were either unmarked
or unspecific.
ing, but that some definitely
do.
The poll maye give a hint to! 'Several students indicated.
'"not for me anyway" in thelithe effectiveness of the J.A.
system as several answers read, i
"I haven't seen my J.A. more
than three, times this year, and
then .they come to give me
heck," or "I hardly know
them."-
The present J.A.'s all belong
to a fraternity with the excep-
tion of one. Conveniently, all
fraternities are represented.
• ' 'Minor'
The answers ranged from
'minor influence" to "quite a
bit in most instances." One be-
wildered frosh wfote, "who can j
tell?" The general concensus
was that J.A.'s usually.-don't
play an important part in rush-
than any other house.-
Certain frosh only filled out
one choice, as their heart seems
to be set on that "one and
only" house. St.- A's headed
'this listing- with four votes.
Q.E.D. and AXP tied for sec-
ond place with three votes
apiece. Theta Xi, \ who came in
first in . all categories, didn't
Club if they didn't join a fra-
ternity. Less than five indicated
their willingness.
Freshmen were asked t«
make extended comments on
the back of their poll. Although
few wro'e statements, thos«
who did stated their views ex-.
plieitly.
Restrictions
• A freshman who chose .Sig-
ma Nu wrote, "I feel incapabl*
of choosing \yhich house 1
would like to join. £ would lik«j to suggest more lenient restric-
"not for me anyway" in theli
answer. Other interesting state-
ments were:
"Generally they ,are people
one respects, therefore theyj
create a good group impression
for the house."
Will Against
"George Will is definitely not
big on fraternities."
"In many cases, depending
on their (the J.A.'s) prefer-
ence."
have any devotees among the tions°6n rushing during the
freshman class who were will- second semester so that fresh-
ing not to list-a second a n d ' m a n c o u l d narrt>w Ws choice| down to. fewer houses than I
have."
An A. D. advocate stated, "I
think Mason Plan is not a goodj way to get to know fraternities.
I think .that freshman should
be allowed to. pledge secoiid
semester like other colleges. 1
think this would, elinunats
apathy." -. . ' ' ..
A Q.E.D. hopeful comment-
ed, as most .freshman, "I'm.
third choice. -
All Get 'Checked'
Several of the freshman
marked their choices with
checks instead of numbers. All
the fraternities picked up one
vote, in this manner. Again,
T.X. headed the list with six
votes, while St. A's and A.D.
both received five checks.
The third, section oX the ques-' eager to join a fraternity, but
tionriaire dealt with: "what j am rather worried about" th*
makes this house particularly
appealing?" Five choices were
printed on the poll, including
A witty quote read, "yes, scholastic"sta^ding
til one sees their fraternityun
brothers."
Another question on the bal-
lot was, "If you don't join the
(Continued On Page 4)
CAMPUS ENTRANCE
WHY MOT SO3DETHING EVEN MORE CHIPPER,
plied affirmatively. O th e r' LIKE; "ABANDON HOPE, ALL YE WHO ENTER HEBE."
group image, social life, and
family tradition. A sixth space
was left blank for any divine
inspiration Which the freshman
might have while at their cui-
sine.
Of the five, practically 90
per cent of the voters checked
either one or both of group
image and: social life. Family
tradition was'at best ignored,
except by one frosh who in-
dicated Deke, who also filled
in 'the pious life devoted to
s t u d y . " _ • • .
Q.E.D. Scholars
Q.E.D., in proportion to the
number of votes it received
came out on top with scholastic
standing. Pika and T.X. also
did well in this category. No
one house dominated the B.M.-
O.C category. One answer,
after checking Sigma Nu as
his one and only choice, claim-
"the best of theed it was
worst."
Fill ins under this category
included personalities of the
brothers .drinking, food, .broth-
inquisition-like aspect of .Ver-
non St. Isn't there sorne way to
find where you stand in each "
house?"
Break From Nat.
A freshman who chose T.X.
as his first choice wrote, .1
think it's time the. fraternities
took a look at themselves with
the ideas of making som«
changes. ' Times are different
and the fraternities have re-
mained stagnant. As cliques
are not so popular and essen-
tial, the fraternities should
open up more. They should not
be a drain on college life but
an aset. I think that most inv
portant prejudices should b*
fought, and if necessary they
should break from the nation-
a t " • < :
Vernon St. members, upon
hearing about the poll, became
particularly upset. A rumor
claime dthat one of the frater-| nities would attempt to get ths
' I.F.C. to ban publication of the
Tripod. .
Roger MacMillan, ex-presi-
dent of the Senate, personally
paid his respects'to the TMpoi
office to register his disapprov-
al of the article.. MacMillan ia
erhood, principles, living condi-j a member o"f T.X.
tions, group spirit, and activity
in campus affairs.
"Its' general philosophy" was
one means of appeal to a
Q.E.D. hopeful, while-another
frosh wrote "because they arejocks" for the same house.
He claimed that th« poll
would be very harmful as
houses which made out poorly
would put an exerted effort in
the last weeks of school in an
attempt to snag some more
freshman.
Cornell Student Board Creates
Commission On Discrimination
with}
many -. of. the : rushing tech-
niques. Some said thatCnone
were employed effectively. One
said "the behavior an* apparent
ideals :j-epel: one from frats,"
and "pseudo subleties such as
fake friendships are employed
simply for the sake of-rush-
ing." One unimpressed frosh
J wrote: "I try not to notice."
Two Deans Demand End
Of 'Hell Week7 Outrages
,'•': APftlL 28 — Two college
•
;: deans this week demanded cur-
tailment of -'hell week" prac-
tices;
;-uThe Assistant-Dean at Tufts,
•after. hearing of violation of
.school rules prohibiting hazing,
>ordereci one fraternity on cam-
piisv to cancel the remainder
of: its "hell week" • activities. -
..The cancellation came about
:
 *s-a _ result. of a housemem-
bers' : complaint that pledges
. ^ 'ere being put to mental and
, physical punishment. •-
;if; :; : ' Nude Ordeal
<:/:'Fhe Tufts Weekly reported
'f;that: nude pledges were re-
quired to sit on a wood floor
: covered. with sand, grapes, pa-
{per. arid salt; to eat bread cov-
;
^resl'wli:h a vile smelling mix-
•attiEe'-' of olives, onions, ex-lax,
; and: other liquids; to swallow,
• or try: to swallow, raw eggs;
»antl: to ctouse a raging fire, by
parrying; a water - .cinnamon -
'if: i:fl;e g a r .solution in their
Jand* spitting into the
fireplace.
This was . generally consid-
ered a mild hell week, held in
defiance of a long-standing
school rule.
In the past years, the paper
went on to report, pledges
have been made to crawl back-
wards in their underwear to
an upstairs bathroom where
they were force>J to hold in
their mouths a highly spiced.)
substance resembling' fee'e s>_
They were then required to
substance to thecarry this
basement.
Hofstra Violations
The other "hell week" inci-
dent occurred at Hofstra Col-
lege where the Dean ordered
all' fraternities to cease all
hazing practices which "vio-
lated human dignity, defaced
physical appearance, caused
bodily pain, or put one pledge
to undue emotional or psychol-
ogical distress."
Although the secific reasons
for the Hofstra Dean's action
were not made known, the
Hofstra Cronicle attribute'd it
partly to two accidents, one
of which was a broken jaw,
involving pledges.
The Dean outlined several
points to be met in order to
end the. offenses. Among these;
were penalties making offend-
ing fraternity executive mem-
bers Subject to a 3'ear's sus-
pension from college and re-
quiring freshmen-to report all
violations of hazing rules.
The _Tufts paper editorially
lamented the discredit brought
to the school by fraternity ac-
tivities and stated that "stupid-
ity, immaturity, degradation,
sadism, and "hell week" have
no place oii this Campus."
Hell week, the Weekly, said,
"is a system which allows
those brothers suffering from
inferiority complexes to parade
around: carrying paddles and
take out tlieir • insufficiencies
on a group of pledges."
discrimination clauses came
under fire at several colleges
and universities again last
month.
In the strongest and' far-
thest reaching action ever tak-
en by the student government
at Cornell University, the Stu-
dent Executive Board passed
a resolution .to implement re-
moval of categorical discrimi-
nation in. all student organiza-
tions at the University by Sep-
tember 1963. •
The action also provides for
establishment of a Commission
on Discrimination c h a r g e d
with implementing tl(e resolu-
tion and imposing sanction
where necessary- a g a i n s t
groups found to be engaging
in discriminatory practices.
The .Commission .will be- com-
posed of seven students ap-
pointed by the E x-e'e u t i v e
Board and three non-voting
faculty membidrs appointed by
the Faculty Committee on Stu-
dent Affairs. :
Latitude Controversy
According to the Cornell
Daily San, the action came
after "years of waiting, months
of prodding1 and "reporting and
two weeks of debate and com-
promise." Major controversy
came over how much latitude
President Dean E. W. Mallott ,•
with a request that he present
it to the Board of Trustees for
tlieir approval as official Uni-
versity policy.
IFC Concern
Interfratemity Council Offi-
cers and house presidents re-
sponded favorably to the reso-
lution but many expressed
concern that it would give the
Executive Board the right to
intervene in areas w h i c h
should be under the jurisdic-
tion of the IFC.
The IFC has earlier passed
its own resolution calling for
an end to discriminatory
clauses, by September, 1963.
The Panhellenic Council also
agreed with the action of the
Executive Committee but had
asked to implement the action
itself.
'Why Wait?'
The Cornell Daily Sim, how-
ever, in an editorial, called the
Executive B o a r d resolution
"thoroughly.. adequate but not
especially, imaginative" and
asked why-.removal of cate-
gorical discrimination should
wait until 1963. "Discrimina-
tion does not have to wait un-
til September' 1963 before it
becomes wrong," said the pa-
per. .
It called discrimination "in-
was to be" allowed the new j defensible now" but said equal-
Commission on •Discrimkiation
in its mvestigatien.
In its final form; the motion
calls for the Commission: to
ly indefensible would be the
resulting havoc if discrimina-
tion were forcibly ended im-
mediately. "It is not fair to
cooperate with, but not neces~71 blame the present midergrad-
But the college community
has the light to expect that
organizations with national dis-
criminatory clauses will take
immediate and continual action
to end it, the paper stated. The
paper slated The editorial said
the September 1&63 deadline
gives the organization a two
and a half year breather spell.
'Show Good Faith!'
"Why must - we wait until
1963 to require progress?" the
editorial asks. "We should re-
quire immediate evidence of
good faith on the part of the
house. All organizations ad-
mitting to externally enforced
bias should be required to pre-
pare a statement of their own
position with respect to the
bias. • Those condoning it -de-
s e r v e immediate expulsion.
Those opposing it deserve
about the same amount of time
afforded under the present mo-
tion. But let it be clear that
any time allowed is an exten-
sion past the moral deadline.
And let there be constant pres-
sure from all sides to see that
significant anti-bias efforts are
initiated and continued."
A c t i o n on discriminatory
clauses came up at other in-
stitutions also. The faculty of
Lafayette College early in
April urged the college's Board
of Trustees to take action
against fraternity discrimina-
tion. The request called for a
January. 1, 1963 deadline. Any
organizations : not complying
sariiy accede to organizations
like IFC and-Panhellerii.e "with
initial jurisdiction in the area
o f s t u d y . . ,, •."- . . • / • " . . . ' . " • •
The Executive Board resolu-
uate members of a fraternity
or sorority for a policy in ef-
fect long before they were
born, even if they did join the
house voluntarily," said the
_tion. will.be ;Sent to tfniversity paper.
Closed-Session Decision.
The Interfraterhity Council
at the University of Illinois
adopted a new policy in. early
May condemning both racial
and national discrimination.
The policy was adopted in a
special closed-session meeting.
The policy recognized "the
moral wrong of discrimination
that the decision to prepart
such a statement came after *
talk by the chairman of thft
Student Government Council
Committee on Membership Se-
lection who explained that ".iff
the. problem is not solved,, it
will at some time be : solved
arbitrarily." . •
The IFC President com-
With respect to race and na- j mented, "There is a. lot of
tional origin" but emphasized
that the problem of discrimina-
tory clauses was one concern-
ing the . individual, fraternity
chapters and their respective
nationals.
"A constructive solution to
this problem can only come
through the efforts of these
individual fraternity' chapters.
Pressure from groups external
to the individual fraternities
can have' little constructive, ef-
fect," the statement read. •'••
No Dictates
The fraternity presidents up-
held the right of fraternities to
organize on the basis of reli-
gious or professional prefer-
ences and declared themselves
"completely opposed to any at-
tempt .to dictate to a fraternity
whom it must pledge and ini-
tiate." i
The action of the Illinois
fraternity presidents was an
attempt to . solidify -the IFC's
stand on a recent discrimina-
tion controversy involving de-
mands jvhieh the NAACP had
presented to the IFC and a
bill on housing discrimination
would not be recognized by the [now Spending before the Stu-
college.
The Lafayette" Student Coun-
cil passed a similar resolution
condemning discrimination- in
living groups almost a month
earlier.
dent Senate.
The Michigan Daily reports
that Michigan's Interfraternity
Council officers are- now pre^
paring an anti-bias clause
statement. The paper reports
feeling that IFC has no opin-
ion. This statement wll .show1
the campus how we feel and
bring an increased, awareness
to the nationals of the pres-
sure that locals are feeling on
the Michigan campus."- -. •
- / . . .-
Pa. Lodge?
Must
Branding \
. (UPS) — A fraternity'that
violated hazing regulations was
suspended for one year by tn«
University -,of. Pennsylvania'*
Committee on Discipline: '; •
The disciplinary action was
levied against the. Penn, chapi
ter of Pi Lambda Phi as a re?
suit of an investigation started
after charges . were made .by
the Daily Pennsj'lvanian, .stu-
dent Tiewspapex', that frater-
nity hazing during a recent
"Hell Week" included brand-
ing with hot irons and painful
proddings.
George S. Peters, dean of:
men, would not. disclose . tne
nature of the iltazing infracHonjs
of Pi Lambda Phi.
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Watch;Spring finals Rush in
Half Of Polled CCNY Student Bo c
Declares Itself To Be Pro-Liberal
Theology of Horace BushnelJ,
is soon 'to be published by the
Dr. Johnson
To Discuss
Paul Tillich
Dr. William A. Johnson,' as-
sistant professor of religion,
will give a lecture tomorrow
in Wean Lounge at 4 p.m. The
talk, to be sponsored by the
Philosophy Club, will be en-
titled "Paul Tillich's Concep-
tion of the Religioues Symbol."
Word has recently been re-
ceived that Dr. Johnson is to
be awarded the Swedish Doc-
torate of Theology at Lurid I
Cathedral in-Sweden. Degrees! C. Jacobs toda5' announced Dr.
lormeiiy received by Dr. John->. James A. Notopoulos, prof-es-
son include the Teologie Kan- sor of classics, will be a visit-
didate (Master equicalent) in i ing- prdfessor of classics at
Teologie Licen- Harvard University during the
1958, both awarded by the Uni- j Professor Notopoulos has
versity of Lund, Sweden. I been on the Trinity, faculty
Dr. Johnson's major work, I since 1936. He was a visting
Swedish State. Another book, lecturer at the American School
The Keligious Apriori will be
published shortly.
The lecture will be open to
the public.
Notopoulos^
Professor
At Harvard
MAY 15—President Albert
1957
tiate
and the
(Pti.D. equivalent) ini!961-62 academic year.
professor at Princeton in 1955-
56 and in 1952-53 was visiting
of Classic Studies at Athens.
Dublin Beplacement
John Victor Luee, a lecturer
in the' classics from Trinity
College in Dublin, will fill the
temporary vacancy.
Mr. Luce," currently execu-
tive officer, Library Extension
Committee for- planning and
fund raising, was graduated
from Trinity of Dublin with
first class honors in classics in
1942. He received his M.A.
JLA.V''Place
(UPS)_A recent poll con-
ducted by theJCCNT Ticker
revealed "that €Q% of the stu-
dent polled declared them-
selves to be liberals. One hun-
dred students volunteered to
answer anonymously an eight-
question survey about currfenf
issuas. The sample was non-
random.
Questionnaires were distrib-
uted in the Student Center and
in classrooms by members of
the Ticker staff,
 ;
Of the remaining fifty per
largest fraction (32%) claimed
their views to »e moderate:
11% .claimed to be conserva-
tives. Radicals and reaction-
cent' questioned, ' the second
aires eaefc constituted only one
per cent of the sample.
Beyond inscription
Five per cent claimed they
could not classify their political
views. •..-
Fifty-seven per cent were in
favor of Communist China's
admission into the United Ra-
tions.1 When asked, "Do you
believe that Communist China
should be admitted to the
.United Nations?" • thirty-six
per cent were opposed to such
a move and seven per cent said
that they did not know the an-
swer to this question.
More, than half of the stu-
dents polled said they were in
favor of lifting the ban against
speakers at the College wjio
had been indicted tinder the
Smith Act. The Act makes it
a crime to advocate the violent
overthrow of the government.:
Divided Vote
Twenty-five per cent said
they did not want such speak-
ers at the College. Seven per
cent declared that they "don't
know," when they were asked
the following question: "At the
present time there is a speafc
ers' ban enforced at the city
colleges which prohibits per-
sons convicted under the Smith
Act from speaking at any or
the colleges. Do you believe
this ban should be lifted?"
Almost all those surveyed
find ' non-violent sit-in demon-
strations by Southern Negroes
justifiable. One seven per cent
disagreed with this point of
view and one per cent ''didn't
know!' how they feel about this
matter in response to the quss-
"Aside from the consid-
erations of the legal issues in-
volved, do you believe that
Southern Negroes are justified:
in staging non-violent sit-m
demonstrations against segre-
gation practices?"
In answer to' the query,
"Despite the fact that such
demonstrations are illegal, do
you acknowledge the right of
people to peacefully abstain
from 'participating in civil de-
fense drills?" fifty two per
cent answered "no" and forty-
three per cent replied "yes."
There were five "don't know'"
ahswers.
Fee Opposed
1
 Almost all Baruchians asked
were opposed to a tuition
charge at the city colleges.
However; four per cent were
in favor of such fee and one
per cent could not definitely
commit themselves on this. Is-
sue.
"If a self-admitted Commu-
nist was editor of the student
newspaper or president of the
Student Council, would you
favor his removal from of-
Review
fice?" was another question; to sign a .loyalty « %j b i n t d to*« schci.i l l ; . „«* anothe qasked According to the survey, j being panted hci ,
fifty five per cent of those par-1 arship fro mthe federal govern. '.
ticioating would, thirty-three j meni. Responding to this quei. ,
would not and twelve per centjtion. fifty-eight percent
did not know how they wouia
feel.under the circumstances.
It is the opinion of the maj
non-affifmative replies
thirty-three per cent gave,
finr.ative answer*. Nine
that a cent did not know their view*
37 Jr. Advisors Named:
Berger, Thomas R.
Blume, Marshall E.
Burger, Robert L;
Bylin, Robert E.
Bylin, Robert E.
Calabrese, Thomas E.
Chang, Richard
Games, John E.
Gooden, Hiram R.
Hefael, John R.
Hill, Michael E.
Kane, Peter T.
Keen, Victor F.
Kent, John A.
Knisely, W. Gary
Knox, Thomas R.
Kraut, Robert C.
LaMotte, Robert H.
Leinbach, Michael S.
iLenieheck, Timothy F*
{Lewis, Andrew B,
(Marcuss, Stanley X
I McComucfc. Donald EL
JMolinsky. Steven 3.
I Neulander. Fred .1, t
Ostapio, r>anip] L.
Perreault, Stephen L»
Reynolds, Scott W.
iSchuIenberg, Michael A,
i Taylor, Donald F.
I Tief enbrun, Jonathan
JTozer, William J.
iTricketf, Edison J.
iTucker. Stephen H,
JTuttle, Richard D»
IWaggett, John S.
jWardlaw. John W.
lYonov, Cyril •
(Continued From Page S)
fraternities of your, choice,
would you consider any other
fraternity which- gave you a
bid?" The affirmative replies
completely swamped the nega-
tive answers by a vote of 111
to 47. Many affirmative voters
modified their answers by stat-
ing it depended on the houses
Modern Jazz Exceeds
Past Stylistic Me thods
By RONALD SPENCER
Bassist-composer C h a r l i e
Mingus is a musical revolu-
tionary, Together, with Ornette
Coleman and a few others, he
is attempting to go beyond the
stylistic conception of Charlie
Parker that has so profound-
ly influence jazz since the late
1940's. ._ - )
In his most recent album,
Charles Mingus P r e s e n t s
Charles Mingus (Candid S005),
certain significant aspects of
his work, are apparent,
.Utilizing a quartet composed
of Ted Curson, trumpet, Eric
Dolphy, reeds; Dannie Rich-
mondj drums and his own bass,
Mingus performs four original
pieces.
Horn Interaction
Folks Forms, No. 1 is the
most successful overall per-
formance. It is a 'study in in-
creasing tension, based on the
interaction of the two horns.
Both the theme and the im-
a powerful protest by a sensi-
tive Negro artist against th«
indignities. his race has su£>
fered.
'Blustering OrviHe'
The work is a combinafion of
music, and spoken word. Th*
melody is of a highly ludicrous
nature, perhaps designed to
suggest the hilarious, if fright,
ening, antics of blustering Or-
ville.
The dialogue, although som«
provisation consist of simul-
taneously performed lines on
the trumpet and alto.
Interspersed in the perform-
ance are good drum solos and j of it is ^ incpnmprehensiblc be-
an especially fine bass solo.
Original Fables oE Faubus,
dedicated according to Mingus
to that "first or second or third '
all-American heel Faubus," is
dee ClubPlans Wethersf ield Concert,
Elects New Officers, Presents Awards
MAY —Trinity's Glee Club. his
will end one of the busiest sea-
sons in its 125-year history with
two performances in -Wethers-
field May 13 and IS-
During the year, the club
has sung IS programs iriclud-
ln question.
'Why Not'
A few 6f the answers read: j ing the four concerts on their
"I would not join for the sake spring tour of Florida,
of joining."
from Oxford University in "Yes, I could be happy at al-
1946. .;' • • | most all the houses—except
Luce spent two years as A-D- , they are rudo to every
Lecturer in Greek.at Glasgow
University, Scotland and in
1948 was elected a Fellowship
in Classics at Trinity of. Dublin.
. MAKE A DATE to enjoy the .
'King of Beers first chance yon get.
Good times just'naturally call for •
lone except jocks and I would
notwant that".
"Why not?" -..-
''Yes—although frats ai-en't
necessary, I like the idea."
"What a horrifying thought!"
At a recent meeting", R.oberi
Floriani was presented the
Rugh L. Kinney Award for
his "untiring work throughout
the season and especially in
connection with the Florida
trip." At that time also, Fred-
erick U. Metcalf, Jr. was
given the Director's Award for
efoKfs and arrangement at
a previous tour.
Award Pending
The. William Bendig Award
for the senior who has contrib-
uted the most service and
support to the club will be
made this month.
The club -elected Robert M.
Harting President for the Com-
ing year. Others elected were
William R. Talbot, Jr., man-
ager; Robert E. Harned, As-
sistant "Manager; John D. Wat-
son, Secretary; Barnett Lip-
kind, Treasurer; ' and Phillip
W. Correll, Librarian.
Dr. Clarence H. Barber, club
Where there'sXife...there's Bud®
SIHS OF BEERS • AHHEUSER-BUSCH.1NC. • ST.IQU1S • NEWARK •> LOSAKflELES - MIAMI » TAMP*
Savii-t Quizzes
Bow T©
Trinity Exams
Open Mott.-Sal.; Thurs. 9-9
GOOD LUCK
ON.
YOUR EXAMS.
HAVE A- WONDERFUL
SUMMER VACATION
102 As\lum Street
Charge ALLOUHIS Invited
Hartford National lank and Trust Co.
Eleven Convenient Branches in Greater Hartofrd
Serving Connecticut and families,since 1792.
SUMMER SELECTIONS AT
ft*-.
HAND-SEWN
IMPERIAL
18.95
•" CLARK'S DESERT BOOTS '.12.95
©SADDLE SHOES 12.95 up
• WHITE & TAN BUCKSf 14.95 up
• BASS-WEEJUNS 14.95
• ._•' CLARK'S DESERT KAHNS 14.95
« EARRIFS IMPERIAL LOAPER 13.95
IN PURITAN VEAL OR SCOTCH GRAIN
®4©LPSH0i5
BARRIE'S OR FOOTJOY 22,95 Up
22 Trurabull St. Next to Henry Miller Inc.
JA 5-6261
PARK FREE IN NEXT DOOR LOT
director, termed this year's
spring tour the club's greatest
success. The group traveled
from li)0 to* 250 miles each day
to present concerts in Rock
Mount, North Carolina;, Charle-
ston, South Carolina; St. Au-
gustine, Fort Piere.ce, and Co-
conut Grove, Florida?
The club had previously
sung two churches services and
a secular concert in New York,
made two radio recordings of
Christmas music, and appeared
on a televised Trinity Spot-
light besides, the normal sched-j
cause of faulty diction and in-
adequate volume, is effective
in its bitter denunciation of
the Little Rock situation. A
typical exchange: "Why is he
so sick and ridiculous?" "Ha
wont' permit a city school.'*
"Then he's a fool." •
Curson plays a well struc-
tured solo that indicates re-
markable maturity for such a
young and inexperienced mu-
sician. Dolphy, a disciple of
the highly controversial Or-
nette Coleman, is still search-
ing for an individual stylo and
his harsh work on Faubusi
borders on stridency.
Mingus Cum Miles
What Love.?, a strange haunt-
ing theme, contains a moving
improvisation by the trum-
peter. He constructs long sus-
tained lines that are in a mood
reminiscent of Miles Davis, but
which do much to eomnlcnvnt
the spirit of the Mingus com-
position.
playing bass clarinet
ule of two oratorios with wom-jo n this piece, again indicates a
en's colleges, Parents' Day.j Coleman influence. After his
and various other small con-|So^°i ne and the leader cx-
certs. I change numerous short, and
! Recordings of the Beethoven}seemingly incoherent, stale-
Mass •in C-Major performed inl r n e n ts that add nothing to the
March by the Club and the [ organic development of the per-
formance.
The final work, AH Tfm
Things You Could Re Now If
Sigmund Freud's Wife Was
Your Mother, contains a spirit-
ed, if Dizzy Gillespie-influ-
enceed, solo by Curson, ami
Dolphy's best improvisation on
the record. Hpre the alfoist has
better assimilated Cwleman's
j concepts of rhythmic and har-
monic freedom.
Mingus and Friend
However, the most important
factor to consider about this
last work is the supporting
role played by Mingus and
Richmond. Two. men who havp
worked together for several
years, they develop a rapport
that only Pau] Chambers and
Philly Joe Jones, with Davis,
have equalled in recent jazz
groups.
In complete sympathy with
one another's : style, they con-
stantly cooperate to provide n
solid rhythmic foundation and
to spur the soloist. When ihe
tow men really strikf their
eroove, as they do on Freii'Vs
Wife, some of the best rhythm
>IT contemporary jazz is gen-
erated.
As Presentation of a mafur-'
:n<r Curson. . a still' searching
^olohy and a dynamic rhvthm
'•"ction. th'»- album is i n t w t -
'ng. For Minsju's writ inc. fnf
'he socia] pomrnentarv on th**
"">utbem sit-upMori, an/] far Ml
'^ solos\ on Folk FWTM. the
'hum must he onr of the most
"5 ?ina] and important releases
v the artist.
Connecticut College Choir will
be on sale starting this week.
Senators.;.
(Continued From Page 1)
Committee for Student Organ-
izations.
Taylor Proposal
Sen. Donald Taylor moved
that "The Trinity College Sen-
ate allow the Sophomore Din-
ing Club to carry out its pres-
ent programs until the end of
the term, while the Senate
makes a < new constitution for
a new SDC in light of the pos-
sibility that the Faculty Com-
mittee' on Student Organiza-
tions goes along with the abo-
lition proposal for the present
SDC." •
After little discussion Tay-
lor's motion, passed 13-8 and
the Morgan-Hill p l a n was
] tabled.
Following up last week's
j blast at present campus medi-
cal facilities, Senator Morgan
proposed that the Senate rec-
ommend to the administration
the employing of a full-time
nurse to live on campus.
Spicing his motion with sue;-:
comments as "It's very nice If
have a nurse,'1 Morgan sug-
gested that a "widow woman
might be hired to be on dul.1
during the late afternoon an
early evening hours, whi;
merely being around campu
iother times.
SALE BEGINS THIS WEEK
SALE
Stsrsos at $2.20
. Fiction at 59 f & 9Sf
Jiivaniies, up to 60% off
Christmas cards, up to 60% '-
SCOTT BILLYOU, BOOKS
TRUMBULL AT PEARL
Open 9;30 to 5:30, Thursdays ig
** a
M
Commencement Speaker Rusk
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Dr. Rusk . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
Rehabilitation of the Disabled.
During World War II" as a
Colonel in the Medical Corps
of the Army Air Force, he
originated and directed the
AAF Convalescent-Rehabilita-
tion Training. Program for
which he was awarded the Dis-
tinguished Service Medal. He is
currently a Brigadier General
in the U.S. Air Force Preserve.
In addition to National med-
als he has received numerous
other awards including gold
medals from the International
Benjamin Franklin Society,
National Institute lor Social
Sciences, The New York City
West Side' Award, Gold Key ot
the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society and a citation by the
President's Committee on Em-
playrnent of the Physically
Handicapped.
Seeger Called ^Notorious
Partyline Singer5 For Reds
N.E. Desires
Steady Fees
MAY l_Northeastern Uni-
versity's Student Council re-
pected by a 12 .to 6 vote a pro-
posal to set the amount of tui-
tion paid by a student until
graduation at a fixed or "guar-
anteed" amount announced a
recent Jfortheastern News.
Supporters: of the plan said
it would allow a freshman to
plan his: college expenses in
advance and therefore influ-
ence Ills decision as to whether
he could come to the, univer-
sity. : ') i
Opponents of the plan saic
that the measure was "unreal-
istic, impractical and would
fall unfairly on the freshman
classes." -
They cited the fact that in-
coming freshmen would as-
sume the, burden of a tuition
increase.
MAY 11—Evidently as a
reaction to a three- inch story
about Pete Seeger in last weeks
issue, Edward. J. McCallum
President of the Eveready
Supply Company of Bridgeport
{the company's slogan is labor
omnia vincit) and president of
the Citizens Anti-Communist
Committee of Connecticut today
sent the Tripod "enlightening"
anti-Communist l i t e r a t u r e
about the folksinger.
The literature McCallum sent
was a copy of the Westchester
Spotlight from 'the American
Legion of Westchester County,
New York.
"The law caught up 'with
Pete Seeger, notorious party-
line singer-—not of the "blues"
but of the "reds", reads the
first sentence of this paper put
out, to educate school authori-
ties, newspapers and other
g r o u ps regarding Seeger's
backgrounds and record, as. well'
as regarding the Weavers, the
quartet he organized1.,
, Seeger Guilty
"It took a jury of twelve
Americans only one hour and
twenty minutes to find Pete
Seeger guilty on all ten counts
of an indictment charging him
with contempt of Congress",
the Spotlight proclaimed in un-
derlined type. . ;
Federal Judge Thomas F.
Murphy recently-, sentenceo
Seeger to one year, in jail fpi
the singer's refusal to answer
whether he was, or ever had
been, a member of the Com-
munist party.
At one point in the trial
Seeger sought to bring his
banjo into the courtroom ia
what the Spotlight regarded as
"in line with the Red objective
of degrading and debasing
everything, particularly tht
dignity of the court."
• Character Witness
Among the character wit-
nesses called by the defense in
Seeger's trial was Dr. Harpld
Taylor, former president of'
 a n d c a u s e s .
Sarah Lawrence College. The, ,,T, r
for having accepted Dr. Tay-
lor's resignation in 1959,
The Westchester anti-com-
munist paper then proceeded
to point out subversive support
of Seeger in the area.
Westchester Subversion
A Westchester County resi-
dent, an associate of Seeger as
a fellow director of People's
Songs, Inc., was linked with a
number of Communist fronts
cross-examination in which A§-
sistant U. S. attorney Irving;
Younger questions Dr. Taylor!'
patcli and the Scarsdale In-
newspapers
"(which have gone out of their
iwav to promote and advertise
Mr. Younger: How long have performances
 by. the Red-ting-
about Seeger.
you known Mr. Seeger?
Dr.. Taylor: Ten yearst> I
would say. '
Mr. Younger: I gather thenj
that you have been generally!
aware of his reputation for
about ten years?
Dr. Taylor: Yes.
Mr. Younger: Have you evei
heard, between 1947 and 1956
that Peter Seeger was a mem-
ber of the Communist Party?
My question is have you ever
heard.
•' '.Dr." Taylor: I have heard it
stated. , . ' , .
Mr. Younger: Still and all
you are prepared to state that
his reputation for loyalty and
a.dhei'ence to the •Constitution
is excellent, his reputation, sir?
Dr. Taylor: Yes.
The Spotlight congratulated
the trustees of Sarah Lawrence
Student ^s Relative Victim
Of Castro Regime Jailing
The recent anti-Castro revo-^
lution in Cuba has struck" closer
to home than many people
realize. Several Trinity stu-
dents have relatives in Cuba
who have felt the repercus-
sions of Castro's anti-rebel
measures.
Freshman David Pyle from
Washington, D. C. has received
the news that his uncle, an em-
ployee of the du Pont Com-
pany in Cuba, was taken
prisoner by Castro April 24,
the first day of the invasion.
Fyle's family took immediate
action and called the State De-
partment and our former am-
Among Lrfes
reat Dfscovenes
the .differences . ;/•:
MoV#: up f© SehSiti . . .
i r twtd with that deep,
i fisver.
bassador to Cuba. Promises'
were made to do everything
possible by working through
the Swiss Embassy in Havana.
\ JHeldin Jail
After being held in jail in
Majanzas for several days,
Pyle's uncle was released, ap-
parently having proven he had
no part in the revolution.
Other relatives of Pyle, how-
ever, were not as fortunate.
Pyle's second cousin, an em-
ployee of KLM in Havana, and
his w*fe were arrested at the
outbreak of the revolution. He
is a Cuban citizen and is known
to have been active in the un-
derground movement.
In order to get his grand-
parents, uncle, and uncle's
children: out of Cuba, • Pyle's
parents have sent money orders
to them/This, they have been
told, is . the only- way to get
tickets to leave Cuba.
ed Weavets and the notorious
left-winger Pete Seeger," the
Spotlight claimed.
Dean Allows
Seeger Show
At Harvard
MAY 11—Harvard University
President Nathan Pusey h&s
decided, to permit r e e e n t y
HUAC-convicted singer Peter
Seeger to present a concert
Thursday, reported today's
Harvard Crimson. .
Earlier, the University re-
fused to allow the Student
Council Forum Committee to
sponsor Seeger's concert be-
cause Seeger (Harvard '40) is
appealing his sentence for con-
tempt of Congress.
President Pusey revealed he
will permit the concert only un-
der the conditions that "there
be no political introduction to
Seeger's performance, there be
no discussion of Seeger's case,
and that Forum Committee
representatives meet with Uni-
versity officials, before the con-
cert.' to decide exactly what
matters are not to be dis-
cussed."
. Assistant to the President
i William Bentinck-Smith dis^
closed "there should be : no
Harvard sear on the thing, one
way or another."
The Crimson editorially ques-
tioned the university's supres-
sion of the Seeger question.
"The administration's decision
yesterday to permit the con-
cert, as long as Seeger' is
treated as an artist and not a
political: figure, makes it ab-
solutely clear-that their policy
strikes at the vital heart of
Harvard's commitment to free
inquiry."
NE Editors Rate Tripod High
Urn
IMEEICIH HEWSEXPEB GBHB
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The JCripod learned foday tliat it placed
second • in the 1961 ] College Newspaper
Award Contest sponsored by the New
England District Council of the American
Newspaper Guild. • •' '
In -the letter reproduced above, John
H: Thompson, co-chairman of the College
Awards Committee, congratulated tlie Tri-
pod staff and indicated that there was some
discussion before first place was given/to
• . .. „
 ;.. j ;* jjv <•« ,
the Boston Universily News. Third place
was awarded to the Providence College
Cowl.
Last year the Tripod also placed sec-
ond in the contest.
Submitted for the contest were copies
from both 1960 and 1961, the majority being
issues put out by former Editor Peter Kil-
born and his staff.
Jacobs Names. Gwynn
Goodwin English Prol
'MAY 2—President Albert. C. | of .teaching' at Trinity, will re-
Jacobs, today announced the j tire at the end of the current
appointment of English De-
partment head .Dr.
L. Gwynn as the
Frederick
James/ J.Goodwin Professor of English
Literature by the Trinity Trus-
tees. '.'
The appointment is effective
July 1. , :
Mrs.: James J. Goodwin es-
tablished the Professorship in
memory o the rhusband who
had been a member of the
Corporation of the College for
academic year.
Dr. Gwynn joined the Trin-
ity faculty as Professor . of
English Department in 1958.
He received his B.A, 'from
Bowdoin in. 1937 and his M.A,
and Ph.D. from Harvard.
- Sefore coming to Trinity,
Dr. Gwynn taught three years
at Harvard, four at. Penn State
and three at the University of
Virginia.
He is the author of Sturge
Dr. A l l e n . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
priate that this portrait be
hung in Goodwin Lounge, given
by that civic-minded family
noted in Trinity and Hartford
annals which also endowed the
professqritl chair you occupy
with such distinction. Goodwin
Lounge, I am honored to an-
nounce, will house the rich and
valuable library which you so
generously are presenting to
the College."
"Our humble and heartfelt
gratitude for your scholarship,
your teaching, your dedication,
your human understanding and,
above all else, for yourself,"
concluded Jacobs. (
Goodwin Prof. -
Dr. Allen l-eceived his B.A.
from Ohio'Wesleyan in 1912,
an M.A. from Wesleyan Uni-
versit yand Columbia in 1913,
attended Oxford University,
and received his Ph.D. from
Princeton in 1920. He taught
English, at Ohio Wesleyan be-
fore he came to Trinity.
Dr. Allen became Goodwin
Professor of English Literature,
and chairman of the depart-
ment «in 1946. He was chairman
until 195S when Dr. Gwynn
succeeded him.
For 14 years Dr. Allen was
secretary of the faculty and for
shorter terms, president of the
Trinity Phi Beta Kappa and
A.A.U.P.' chapters. ;
Dr. Allen is the author of
several articles and a book,
The Satire of John Marston.
The May issue of the Trinity
College Alumni Bulletin dedi-
cated the lead article to Dr.
Allen. Dr. Kenneth W. Cam-
eron, associate professor of
English wrote: "His students
through the years have found
the informality of his classroom
one of the secrets of his power,
for her puts people immediate-
ly at . . . Whereas many teach-
ers, soon earn nicknames in the
dormitories, he seems to have
deserved only 'the gentle Morse
Allen.'"
f •"
19 years prior, to his death in Moore and the Life of Art, and
1955.-
 Was editor of DoHege English
Dr. Gwynn will succeed Dr. ma-gazine from j 1955-60. He
Morse S. Allen, who has been j was co-editor of Faulkner in
Goodwin .Professbr of English the University, and co-author
Literature since 1946. Dr. Al-
len, who will complete 41 years
of The Fiction of J. D. Salin-
ger.
T'HI BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
s. Schjitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Brooklyn*-.
City, Mo., Tampa, Fia.
:.-• .THl WASHINGTON DINER
H5 WASHINGTON STREET HARTFORD, CONN.
Good Food . . . Gioqtf Service
Steaks, Chops, Seafood — Always Quick and Courteous
Plenty of Space and Free Parking
Examining a tentative Ivy
photograph are newly elected
Ivy officers, from left to right,
Fred Dole,, photography editor;
John Denson, managing editor,
and Richard Tuttle, editor-in-
chief. Other Ivy officers for
next year include Rodney Day
business manager and David
Pyle, advertising manager.
Sports editor, activities editor,
and senior editor will be an.
nounced next fall.
(Photo by Roberts)
„ i
MAYFLOWER
CLEANERS -- LAUNDERERS
2*66 PROSPECT AYE. HARTFORD
JA 3-5243
IT'S GREAT NEWS
' wherever'you find it < DON'T!!
CARRY - SHIP - MAIL - CART - LUG
all your clothes home and then back to school next year —
use BOX STORAGE
gor ail your clothes
Here's how it works: ' ?
We will give you as many storage boxes
as you need. After they're filled
we will pick them up, and clean, mothproof,
-mild.ewproQf, deodorize, and ,.
store your colthes until you retprn to .school.
They will be freshly pressed and delivered!
to you ready to wear at your request.
Pay nothing until your garments are returned.
ONLY 3.95 for as many
boxes, as you need.
Plus usual cleaning chages. Includes
insurance protection up to $150 —
more at your request.
fc
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Sideline
Splinters
fey sieve perreeulf
The major league baseball season is little more
than a month old and already the,sport limelight has
focused its full glow on diamond play. On the spectac-
ular side of baseball this spring came Willie Mays with
his four home runs against the Braves on April_30 iii
Milwaukee's County Stadium.
The pitchers have also; grabbed their share of the.
headlines. Warren Spahn hurled a' no-hitter against
Mays and his teammates just two days before Willie
broke loose on his homer barrage. Then came Bill
Mohboquette's 17 strike out performance _ last week
for the Eed Sox, a new record for a night game.
Other big league highlights have included an eye-
catching start by tlie revitalized Detroit Tigers, who
presently are receiving superb pitching from Lary,
Mossi, Bunning, and Foytack, a quartet of veteran
jnoundsmen who are winning games like Cleveland's
Lemon, Wynn, Garcia and Feller of a decade ago.
Another baseball feature was Jackie Jensen's
"weekend retirement." Jensen must be trying to match
the colorful Ted Williams, who used to announce his
retii*ement at periodic times, then allow himself to be
coaxed back into his familiar left field spot at Fenway.
After three days at home, Jensen returned to uniform
ancTproinptly smashed a home run in his first at bat.
PITCHING PLUS
On the college scene, Navy has extended its win-
ning streak to 19 games. If you recall, after the Mid-
dies beat Trinity, 4-1, to launch their win skein, their
coach voiced an opinion that Trinity had the better
ball club. Quite a compliment from the coach of a
squad which presently sports one of the best records
in the nation!
If this estimation was uttered in all sincerity,
what ever happened to Trinity's supposedly i^ne team?
Why have they lost five games since returning from
Annapolis?
The Bantam's major pre-season weakness was
pointed up as a lack of pitching. Contrary to all these
predictions, the pitching staff has allowed just 3.6
earned runs per game through the Wesleyan contest.
True,; there hasn't been much depth behind Tony San-
ders, who has. worked in eight of the 11 games to
date. But Sanders has been superb and has needed little
help in containing the opposition. /
EARLY SEASON HITTING LACKING
Trinity's trouble this season has been at bat.
[Among the regulars, Doug Andei-son is batting .357;
however, beyond Anderson, the hits have come few and
far-between. Last Wednesday's 15 hit, 19 run attack
at New London was a pleasant surprise, for not since
the first two games of the season had the Bantams
managed to score more than four runs in one contest.
Even against Coast Guard the brunt of the attack was
borne by Anderson and Bill Polk, as each collected four
safeties. ,- '
• Then the whole club broke loose on Saturday,
reaching four Wesleyan pitchers for 15 more hits. Tom
Galabrese, Anderson, Tom Halloran, Dave Eaymond,
and Sanders. provided the big sticks in Trinity's un-
merciful assault.
TRIBUTE TO TONY
A special word must be said about Sanders, who
collected three bingles and drove across six runs, in
addition to spinning a sweet victory over Wes. Team
leader Sanders has been the main cog in the Bantam
successes again and again this season. How the team
would have fared without Tony is anyone's guess.
If the Bantams hope to finish up with a few more
marks in the win column, they will have to keep some
of- last week's powder in their bats. Both the Coast
Guard and Wesleyan contests indicate that the Hill-
topper's slump is over.
As for next year, the entire club will be returning
•with the exception of one bespectacled .little right-
hander/You guessed it — Tony Sanders.
SPORT
Springfield Gives
Frosh Third Loss
man baseball squad
third s'vaisrht today
james this week.
A. live-run s p l u r g e
Springfield- in Ahlgren, on
by
the fourth in-
 =
ning p r o v e d to be all that j
 t i l e o.iUhsnu',i,
Springfield pitcher Hal Rob-j e X c c p t for 1 he
bins needed for victory. Three j w h e n mildness
Bud Fourth Inning
me rnound for
p.x^eu v. e 1 I
ioiirlh inning,
pia.-.-urti him.
walks, two doubles, an error,!He"set Springric'd down .with-
and a sacrifice fly put across:
 o u t a r u n for the last five wi-
the five runs. ! rungs.
The Bantams got off to an j Voorhees. Parsons, and Alii-
early lead when pitcher Davejgren collected two hits apiece.
Milgren singled across Dave;Barry Peckham and Case got
Case in the second inning. Butiih» other two BM'am -"^.f-s.
two runs in the third and five; This week, the Snultsmen
m the f o u r t h inning gave; play lath- ximu two ^ u o .
Springfield a near insur-j the first at Bridgeport on
irTthTfinal innings, the Ban-1against Sr. Thomas S e n a r y ,
tarns pecked away at the lead, }Saturday afternoon at 2 . ^
GOALIE WILL FILES in process of stopping shot
(arrow): by MIT attackman (not shown) in Saturday's game.
Helping defend (from left) are Tony Wright, Mike Stetson
(50) and Captain Art Gregg., (Photo by Roberts)
M. I. T., Tufts, Drub Lacrossemen:
Two Rough Opponents Remain
BY SCOTT REYNOLDS
.MAY 13—Joe Skenderien
singer, and Skenderien's third
ipushed the M.I.T. lead 5 to 0
paced the M.IT. to an 8 to 2 j at half time.
Mike Stetson.
The Engineers capitalized on
thirteen Trinity penalties and
strong ball control to take their
fourth straight game. M.I.T.
defensive unit bottled up the
Bantam attack allowing them
only twenty four shots while
the Red attack peppered Trin
goalie Will Files with, forty-two
shots.
Skenderien put the visitors
ahead in the opening seconds
of the first quarter taking the
face off and finessing through
Bantam defenders to
Trinity Golfers Finish
Twelfth At Providence;
None Make Cutoff Point
victory over the Trinity la-j
crosse team here today. Alter-
nating between center midfield
and attack, Skenderien notched
four goals despite stout
Frank Sears finally solved
Red goalie Jim Kesler on a
fine solo effort at 12:43 of the
third period to ,give the Ban-
their first score. Kansen'st ^ s i
G e t H n a n d
 I second tally of the afternoon atj-lhe five minute mark of tht-
same quarter was M.I.T.'s
lone counter.
Sam Foster's long drive at
tile beginning of the last quar-
ter moved the score to 6 to 2.
A rash of Trinity penalties set
tlie stage for M.I.T.'s final
two markers. During one four
day and travel to Wesleyan on | deadlock' after five minutes of
Saturday.
MAY 6—The Trinity lacrosse
team today suffered its second
defeat of the week at the hands
of a rugged Tufts squad 9 to 5.
The two teams battled on
even terms through the first
three quarters before Tufts
broke the game open with five
goals in the final .period.
mou.ni.able lead. nesday. and 1hc at home
The season thus far has only
been a mild success. Heavy
hitting and steady pitching led
the team to its first threa
victories. Then, when the hit*
ting fell through and the pik-!i-
j n g became erratic, the Shutis-
DKE, Faculty
To Play Ball
On Monday/May 22,
Kappa Epsilon will play t h e j m e n lost their next three,
faculty in their annual charity j There is a lot. of fine mate-
softball game. A donation of,;
 r i a l 011 ^\s SqUad. and some$.99 will'be charged as usual, ; o f t h e j^ys should provide
assistance to Dan Jes-arid'.the' sum. collected will be
given to Foster Parents Inc.
helpiul
see"s varsity next, season.
the final period. The Jumbos
exploded with three more in
forty-five seconds at the seven
minute mark to decide the eon-
g
The money collected last year- |S p r i n gfj e l d Frosh 00-' 500 CHK> 7 8 *
helped finance a Korean , o r - j T r i n i t y j- r0Sh oio ooo 120 4 S *
phan boy's trip to the Unitedi Springfield- Robbins and SchetleL
States. Thei; fund will help an j Trinity. Ahlgren and rarsuns.
Indonesian boy this .year.
Mr. Mitch Pappas coachf
the faculty club which is su]
ported, by Frank Marchese
famous pitching.. Dr. Johnsc
will be another faculty play
fast break, drawing Trin goalie
Will Files out of the cage, for
I the majority of their-scoring.
Tony Smanni, got Trinity off:
 At l f +. i• . . ,,.
ifc
 •* ATI of the Jumbos tallies were
minute span the Bantams were j one apiece.
j
to a fast start with the first of
his two goals at 2:48 of the
first period. Bob Day notched
the first of his live counters
at the eleven minute mark to
tie the first quarter score at
unassisted.
down as many as three men.
Bruising (Jefensive work by
Bill Fox, Stetson, and Getlin
The Jumbos moved out to
a 3 to 1 lead on tallies by Day
and Millard early in tlie sec-
intq a complete
second tally seven minutes
later gave the Engineers a 2 to
0 advantage at the end of the
first period.
Visitors .Lead, 5-0 »
rout,
at
of
Tallies .by Kansen, Weis-1' of Massachusetts here on Tues-
Loontis Inflicts Defeat
Upon Frosh Stickmen
kept the game fronv turning!
 o n d Period.~Dorsey Brown and
-i-^ «. Sken-jSmarmi countered with tallies
late in the quarter to knot the
half time score at three all. .
Trinity's Cunneen and Tufts'
Day traded scores in. the third
quarter, putting the score' at
four all going into the fourth
period.
to watch. The Dekes lost 7-2
. - ' . last year but hopes are high
Tufts took advantage of the] among them for a s t r o n g
comeback. The "game will be
held on the soccer field and
will begin at 4:00 p.m.
LippY L.eo Recalls
-When Leo Durocher
was managing the New Yori
iants, one of his problems
was the rather uncertain field
ing of First Baseman Johnnv
Mize. Leo recalls he received
all sorts of advice on the mat-
ter, including a telegrai
Which read:
son and a new M.I.T. record.
. The loss was Trinity's fourtn
The stickmen
final' week of
the season with the University
in succession.
move into the
MAY 13, Windsor—Tlie Trin-
ity freshman lacrosse team
went down to a more powerful j
Loomis team here today, 7-3.'
Trinity led off with a first pe-
riqd score by Mike Malm. At-
tackman Peter Schaefer pound-
ed in a second Trinity score,
followed by Chris Gilson's
early second period score. But
tlie Loomis Pelicans evened
out the count at 3-all by half-
time.
Due to playing one man
down for five minutes during
the first half the Trinmen
couldn't keep up the stiff pace
set by the Pelicans through the
second, half. Loomis went out
ahead with one goal in tlie third
quarter, and three more in-the
fourth.
Tfie frosh, coached by Trini-
ty graduate and former grid-
iron great Charlie Stic&a will
end their season against Kings-
wood on Wednesday.
EAST PROVIDENCE, MAY
13-^ -UmbreUas were up again
this year for the qualifying
round of the New England In-
tercollegiate Golf Chamoion-
shipV heia on. the lengthy Meta-
comet C. C. golf course. fortunately
The up to now highly success- of seven
lul Trinity team finished a
determined that Tufts was i^ ie
winner with 307 and that the
Bantams finished at 341.
Out of the field of 179 golf-
ers only sixteen qualify, for the
individual match play and un-
fair twelfth in the field of
twenty_eight. The aggregate
total of each team's four best
scores in the qualifying round
Fund Lists
Aid Plans
MAY 3—The Institute of In-
ternational Education today an-
nounced that Fulbright scholar-
. ships for graduate study or
pre-doctoral research in 32
countries will be available to
over 800 graduate students for
the 1962-63 aiademic year.
A%vards for graduate study
In Latin. America under the
Inter-American Cultural Con-
vention and for graduate study
in Ireland under tlie Scholar-
ship Exchange Program be-
tween the U.S. and Ireland will
also be offered.
Complete' Fulbright grants
provide maintenance, . travel,
tuition and books for one acad-
emic year. Fulbright Travel
Grants supplement maintenance
and tuition scholarships from
other sources.
Applications for these pro-
grams will be available on May
15. They must be returned be-
fore November 1, 1961.
Applicants must be U.S. eiti-
.Zens, have a bachelor's degree
or its equivalent and have a
knowledge of the language of
the host country sufficient to
carry out the proposed study
project and to communicate
with the people of that country.
for Trinity, none
Bantam entrants
could shoot better than the cut
off score of 79. Dave Traut
came the closest when he
fired an S3. Captain Rod Me-
Rae had' an 85; Charlie Mac-
kail finished at " 86 and Pete
Dunkle at 87. Bill Byrne, Bob
Zimmerman, and Lee Moyer
also played; but their scores
did not figure in the team's
position. .
The Bantams still have two
more matches, against Ant
herst 7th and Rhode Island;
Coach Mitch Pappas, -the out-
going president of the New
England Intercollegiate Golf
Association, is confident that
his team will continue its sue-
cess in the two remaining
match play encounters. The
team has already achieved an
exceptional season, for their
record to date is 4-1-1.
PKA. ELECTS
Pi Kappa,Alpha has elected
officers for the following, term.
They are: President, John -M.
Denson, '62; Vice President/
Roger S. Wilson, '62; Treas-
urer, .Thomas R. Berger, '63;
Recording Secretary, David A.
Lynde, '62; Sargeant-At-Arms,
James K. Finch, '62; Steward,
Roger S. Wilson, '62; Histor-
ian, Stephen H. Haarstick, '63;
Corresponding Secretary, An-
drew J. Miller, '62.
Q.E.D. ELECTS
The following have been
elected officers for Q.E.D. for
the 1961 Christmas term: Peter
Williams, President; John Nor-
man, Vice-President; Edison
Trickett, Secretary; William G.
Chase, Treasurer; George Will,
Duke, ' ' •
WARM WEATHER
CORRECT NEEDS
* INDIA MADRAS JACKETS
* INDIA MADRAS BERMUDA SHORTS
* POPLIN BERMUDA SHORTS
* POPLIN SUITS
* TOPSIDiR SNEAKERS
* CORD JACKETS
* BRITISH POLO SHIRTS
* POPLIN TROUSERS
* MADRAS SWIM TRUNKS
500 Pilot Dies,
Moss Triumphs
—A racing-veteran and
idol of auto speed fans, .44-
year-old ... Tony' Bettenhausen,
•died in the fiery crash of a
car he was testing for a friend
at the" Indianapolis "Motor
Speedway Friday.. Something
broke and threw the racer into,
the . fence ' afong .'...the. main
straightaway. The crash end-
ed Bettenhausen's 23-year rac-
Tuft's Bob Merrill broke the ing career.
that,
the
"Everyone has heard
announcement b ef o r e
game, warning that anyone
touching or interfering with
a ball while it is in play will
be ejected from the park
Please "inform Mr. Mize that
the announcement "is not meant
for him."
Ctarhier Furnisher
, Importer,
24-26 TRUMEULL STRUT, HARTFORD, CGNN,
Telephone JAckson 5-2139
OPEN Monday through Saturday
One Hour Free Parking Next to Store
While Shopping' With. Us :
\
riold O
Ibaisc
You're needed...just as your father and grand-
father were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified'
college men have to meet... that of serving your coun-
try* when and where you are needed.
And the Air Force needs college-trained men as
officers. This is caused by the rapidly expanding tech-
nology that goes with hypersonic air and space flight.
Your four years of college have equipped you'to han-
dle complex jobs. You have the potential to profit >.
from advanced training... then put it to work.
There are several ways,to become an officer.
First there is Air Force ROTC. Another program,
relatively new, is Officer Training School. Here the
Air Force commissions certain college graduates, both
men and women, after three months' training. The
navigator training program enables you to win a
flying rating and a commission. And, of course, there's,
the Air Force Academy. •'..'•'
An Air Force officer's starting salary averages out
to about what you could expect as a civilian. First
there's your base pay. Then add on such things-as
tax-free rations and quarters allowances, free medical-
and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps flight
pay, and 30 days' vacation per year. It comes "to an
attractive figure. One thing more. As an officer, you
will become* eligible-for the Air Force Institute of
Technology. 'While on active duty many officers will
win graduate degrees at Air Force expense;
•v'Why. not'contact your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to*- Officer Career Information, Dept.
SC15, Box 7608, Washington: 4, D.C., if you
want further information about the navigator
training or Officer Training School programs.
•.••.XJ.S.AirFbree.v..
.-•• • There's a place for ' •
professional achievement on the
- Aerospace Team
SEE 19 COUNTRIES
IN 56 DAYS
THIS CAREFREE
TWA
GROUP TOUR WAY!
Go wi th a happy group and
have the t ime of your l i f«
. , . all you have to do is havs
fun!-Let your expert Tour Direc-
tor take care of your hotel res-
ervations, transportation and
sightseeing arrangements. En-
joy the comforting feeling that
someone is responsible for you
—all the way. And you share all
the exciting sights and expe-
riences with a congenial group
of interesting travelers.
fly there by TWA SuperJet
.. . tour Europe by air and lux-
urious motor coach. See Eng-
land, Ireland, Norway, Scotland?
Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Bel-
gium, Luxembourg, Germany,
Austria, Italy, San Marino,Spain,
Andor ra , France, Monaco,
Switzerland, Leichtensteinl
Sounds fabulous, doesn't i l l
Ready to go?
Many departures to chess*
f rom! As low «s $1395t
. . . including meals, hotels, tips
and taxes, sightseeing, transpor-
rafioni'A real travel bargain!
Fly Now . . . Pay Later.
FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURi
Write for full details about this
and other TWA Tours. There's a
TWA Group tour to suit your
travel mood {and pocketfaook}!
M.SJL-£VfiQPE-AFRICA-ASM
TWA
THE SUPS ft JET Jit RUNS "
r — — — _ _ .^
I Trans World Airlines J
j Tour Department 44 I
j 380 Mcdison Avo., N. Y 17 N Y ^
Pleess send me free Europson \
Summer Holiday Tour <
Zone Stats
My travel agenf ii
*7Wi THE SUPERjEt »lH. :
mark ownesa exclusive^ EJ* l
linos, InO \P<st person -Sim-
-oom roundt ta
1
4
E * » Us,. Q»
a^b vVyrft* « r
erson Sim mi l * « i«-.w«a
ound-trip tajnomy CUsss train N«w*«""
, >MY 15, 196?
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Smith, Szumezyk, Spark Trinity To Second In Eastern
By JOHN S1EB
..WORCESTER,
, M
 13 __
Trinity today placed second
Jij .the eight-te^m Eastern In*
igr^llegiate Track and Field
Championships. The meet was
dominated by a powerful con-
t l t from Springfield which
14 points to the Ban-
tams' 43. Trinity did score
'more point? than BowdQin, Col-.
% Bates, MIT, Middlebury,
ivl C o n t i t " g I
, y,
onnecticut, "ang. WPI.
Well ever half the team'sjoints esme in the sprints as
the jsvgr potent duo of Mark
Smith and John S?«mczyk
Showed their blazing speed
«gafo today. Smith won the
yard dash with his
10.0 clocking in a weeji
#jld gsumcgyk wag not more
than six inches behind him in
fecond place.
Smith suffered a very poor
start in the 220 and Szumezykjust nippea him for the victory.
Nothing
laczyk's
can
win,
discredit Szu-
though, as he
has shown great improvement
thraughout the year.
Miller Leaps 6*
Trinity's only other first
place came in the high jump
where Emmett Miller tied
WPI's John MeGrath at six
feet.
The Bantams accumulated
three third places. Jim Maryak
The Book Store Says
"GOOD SHOO1 UN'
AT EXAM TIME."
Trinity College
Seek Store
whirled one good throw to
take a third in the discus, John
Wardlaw broadjumped to third
place, .and Vie Keen finished
third irt the 440,
Wayne Mehringer picked up
a point for the team with a
fifth pJase heave in the shot-
put, and Jim McAlister added
a half point as he wound up in
a six-way tie for fourth in
the pole vault.
WORCESTER, May 9-The
Bantam track sq\iad powered
over Worcester Polytechnic In.
stitute today by a 75-51 jsepre:
Trinity runnerg won every
flat race this afternoon froin
ttje 1Q0 yard dash to the two
mile run.
Individual highpoint honors
went to WPI's'John MeGrath
who won both hurdle races and
took the highjump as (well.
The Hilltoppers as' usual
Showed excellent strength in
the sprints Mark; §mith and
John Szumcgyk plkced one, two
in both the 100" and 220 with
good tipies of 10.0 and 22.2
seconds on a. sloppy track.
Stand Out
the season, over 45'. Bob
The best, news of the day
for the team was the weight-
men's fine showing. The dis-
cus ,was swept with Tom Smith
winning, Jim Maryak placing
second, and Bob Brown taking
third. The shotput was also
strong as Trinity took eight of
the nine points awarded in the
event Wayne Mehringer won
the event with his best toss of
All members of the Class
of^1963 are requested to be
preesnt »t the Jffiedusa tap-
ping eereipony Wednesday
at 7:15 p.m. The tapping
will take plpx-e on the quad-
rangle in front of
Towers.
(.Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf" "The Many
Lotos of Dobie GillU", etc)
TILL WE MEET AGAIN
Seven years now I have been writing this column for the
makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, and each year when I come to
the last column of fee year, my heart is gripped by the same
bittersweet feeling. I &hall miss you sorely, dear readers, in the
long summer days ahead. I shall miss all you freckle-faced
, bbyj&.;wit;h_frogs in jroin;.pjodcets._l shall miss all you pig-tailed
"girls With your gap4oothed giggles. I shall miss you one and
all—your shining morning faces, your apples, your marbleSi
your jacks, your little oilcloth satchels.
But I shall not be entirely sad, for you have given me many
a happy memory to sustain me. It has been a rare pleasure
writing this column for you all year, and I would ask every
one of you to come visit me during the summer except there is
no access to my room. The makers of Marlboro Cigarettes,
after I missed several deadlines, walled me in. All I have is
a mail slot into which I drop my columns and through, which
they supply me with Marlboro Cigarettes and such food as
will slip through a mail slot. (For six months now I have been
living on after-dinner mints.)
Brown followed in second
place. i
Two more first places were
recorded in the field events as
Jim MeAlister, Just recovered
from a back injury, won the
pole-vault, and Emmett Miller
won the javelin, in addition to
his mghjumping chores where
he tied for second with Stan
Hoerr. • : • • . .
Vk Keen found the one-turn
quarter and the muddy baok-
sttetch to his liking as he won
the 440 in 51,7 seconds.
BianharS, Classen, SjfcGawn
Triumph
A long, strong finishing
kick .pushed Perry Rjanhard
ahead of the leaders and into
the' tape first in the 880, Mar.
shall Blunie ran to a second iri
this event. ,
Charlie Classen and Mai Mc-
Gawn both- ran well-paeed
races to- win their specialties,
the mile and two mile, respec-
tively. This completed the
sweep of all the first places in
the flat (i.e. no hurdles) run-
ning races,
Mike Schuienberg placed sec-
ond in the 120 yard high hur-
dles as did Jay MeCracken in
.the 220 yard.' lows. John Ward-
law placed third in the broad-jump, missing first -by only twp
inches.
BRUCE LEDDY GRIMACES as a back- three game
hand shot seems to be going awry. But all Roberts)
can't be bad for the Bantams, who have a
winning streak. (Photo by
Frosh Track Team LQSS
Comes In FinalEtieni •
MAY 10 — Amherst's half
mile relay team nipped Trin-
ity's undermanned relay quar-
his brilliant triple victory in
the dashes. Bill ran a 10.4 100
yr. dash and, after a short rest,
tet in the final event of t h e j ^ n a 51.7'440-yd. dash. His
afternoon and scored' a 61-60]J third win was in the 220 when
victory over Jay McWilljamg'
frosh team today. The Ban-
tams led 60-56 before the race,
unable to overtake
Jeffs speedy relay
but were
Uhe Lord
team.
 t
Trinity was forced to face
Aniherst -without the services of
Ron BracRett and John Burton,
two of the team's outstanding
runners and pointgetters. Bur-
ton was sidelined with a pulled
hamstring muscle and Brackett
is recovering from an ankle in-
jury. Both boys hope to be
back in shape Tuesday, when
the team travels to Central
Connecticut to encounter their
strongest opponents of the
year.
Bill Campbell once again
he romped to victory with a
23.8 time.'As a further display
of his stamina and power, Bill
also broad jumped and ran
anchor leg on the ,relay team.
Bob Schlipp was another
workhorse this afternoon and
managed ..to-'gain points in
three events, the high and low
hurdles and 440. yd. dash. Jeff
Thomases ,was another, top
point getter with his victory in
the discus and place in the shot
put. Jeff threw 11511" in the
discus, the best frosh throw of
the current year and took third
place behind,Ziggy Pabich in
the shot- put Pabich tossed the
shot 47'lI/4", also a season
high for the freshmen.
After their meet on Tuesday,
the frosh travel to Hotohkiss
was the star of the meet with I on Friday to finish the season.
I am only having my little joke. The makers of Marlboros
have not walled me in. They could never do such a cruel thing.
Manly and muscular they may be, and gruff and curt and direct,
but underneath, they stie men of great heart and sweet, com-
passionate disposition, and I wish to take this opportunity to
state publicly that I will always have the highest regard for
the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, no matter how my lawsuit
for back wages comes out._
I am only having my little joke. I am not suing the makers
of Marlboros for back wages. These honorable gentlemen have
always paid me promptly and in Ml. To be sure, they have not
paid me in cash, but they have given me something far more
precious. You would go far to find one so covered with tattoos as I.
I am only having my little joke. The makers of Marlboros
have not covered me with tattoos, In fact, they have engraved
no commercial advertising whatsoever on my person. My suit,
of course, is another matter, but even here they have exercised
taste and restraint. On the baGk of my suit, in unobtrusive
neon, they have put this fetching little jingle:
Are your taste buds out of Idlterf
, Are you bared with smoking, neighbor?
Then try that splendid Marlboro filter,
i try that excellent Marlboro fleighbor!
On the front of my suit, in muted phosphorus, are pictures of
the members of the Marlboro board and their families. On my
hat is s small cigarette girl crying, "Who'll buy my Marlboros?"
I am only having; my tittle joke. The makers of Marlboros
have been perfect dolls to work for, and so, dear readers, have
you. Your kind response to my nonsense has warmed this old
thorax, and I trust you will not find me soggy if in this final
column of the year, I express my sincere gratitude.
Have agood summer. Stay healthy. Stay happy. Stay loose.
© 1 9 8 1 M B l l
Netmen Pick Up
Third From Wes
MAY 11—The Varsity net-
men ran their winning streak
to three in a row as they whip-
ped the Wesleyan Cardinals to-
day, 7-2, The bottom men of
the starting six led the way as
the. Dathmen remained unde-
feated.
•. To date rain has hampered
the efforts of the Bantams for
they have only been able tp get
in three matches out ot the
first seven. • •
Wesleyan was kayoed by the
bottom third of the order con-
sisting of Don Mills, Mac
Weiner and Ian Bennett. All
had a certain amount of trou-
ble but managed to pull their
matches out. '
M.I.T., Amherst Next
Captain Buzz Mayer, play-
ing in the number one spot,
found the going a littje rougher
as he was narrowly beaten by
Wesleyan's number one play-
er. It was his first loss: of the
season.
The Dathmen tangle with
the Engineers from M.I.T.
next, who have beaten Wesle-
yan, 9-0. The Lord Jeffs of Am-
herst play host to the Bantams
this week in a match that was
previously rained out. It is re-
ported that they are also a
powerful club.
May 18-19 finds the New
Englands at Wesleyan, with
probably Buzz Mayer and John
Herzig, Trinity's one and two
men, participating. The Ban-
tams , complete their season on
Monday, May 22 when they
travel to Springfield to take on
Springfield's starting six.
Crew Finishes Second)
In Worcester Regatta;
Future-. Prospects Rosy
'LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL' •
The makers of Marlboros and the new unaltered king-size
Philip Morris Commander have been happy to bring you
this uncensored, free-wheeling column all year long. Now, if
toemay echo old Max: Stay healthy. Stay happy. Stay loose.
lOther shoes may look like Keds, but only U.S. KedsS can give you "that great
feeling." Because Keds have a patented shockproofed arch cushion and
;ushioned inner sole. And because Keds
are built over tested, scientific lasts, to f i t
all feet perfectly, even narrow ones. Keds
are right for class, gym, tennis court or
dorm. Machine-washable (and they even
{look good clean). His: Keds "Court K ing"
jHers: Keds "Champion." Get your U.S.
' Keds at good shoe or department stores.
*both U. S Kerfs and the ttue label are registered trftd.mdra* o
United States ft
ROCKEFELLER CENTER* NEW YORK 2 0 , MEW YORK
The Crew revival here at
the College has met with un-
expected success and accept-
ance by the Athletic Depart-
ment. '
Trinity finished second only
to Amherst in the Rusty Cal-
low Memorial Rowing Assn.
regatta May 5 at Worcester.
They surprised the opposition
with the high quality perform-
ance they turned in, both on
the varsity and freshman level.
In the race, the Bantams
placed ahead of AIC, Marist,
and Clark. The freshman also
placed second,_ a significant
achievement since none of the
yearling oarsman had done
any rowing before this year.
•Earlier; in the season, the
Bantams defeated their bene-
factors, Clark. Clark had pro-
vided Trinity with the shell
that started matters moving
However, they lost races to
Drexel Tech and Forfham.
Since. Trinity was not even
expected to win or come any-
where near the leaders this
•year, this was an unusual sea-
son.
Good Job Despite Hardship
Baird Morgan, Trinity Coacli
and one of the founders of the
Callow Assn., feels. that there
is good potential for crew here
'at Trinity. He pointed out that
a late start and the Connecti-
cut River's flood waters gave
the Bantam oarsmen limited
time to get into condition.
The Trinity Racing Associa-j
tion. hopes to acquire a new j
she.ll next year if they can raise
the needed money. Dave Wicks
and Lloyd Reynolds, co-found-
ers of the TRA, plan to start
training next fall to get the
group in condition and train
new freshmen, i
Terry Mixter, the captain
and only graduating Senior,
summed up the year's achieve-
ment for the team:
"I felt we did very well con-
sidering our-late start and lack
of conditioning, but I think
Trinity has a good chance of
becoming one of New Eng-
land's top small college crews
in the future."
TRANSCRIPT
INSTRUCTION
podux
All transcript requests must
be received by t h e transcript
secretary, Mrs. Victoria Smith,
of the Registrar's O f f i c e not
later than Wednesday noon of
the week they are to be sent
out
MADRAS — BATIK
SHORTS , •
SPORT cbATS
• .-SLACKS
Slossberg's Inc.
Compus Shop
AT FOOT OF '
FRATERNITY ROW
1317 Broaa St. Open Eves.
mm
THIS
CDUPOII
Through M&y 29,
any student who can show his
high school or college I.D.
card can redeem this coupon for
a 15% discount off list price
on books, in stock only.
SCOTT BILL.YOU, BOOKS |
TRUMBULL AT PEARL
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS
•$1.75'
MUSIC BY THE
STARUTES OF SPRINGFIELD,
Every Thurs., Fri. and Sat, Nite
• * * * • *
CHARLES RESTAURANT
52 Park St. Hartford
Moe Stops. Willie
MILWAUKEE, April 30—
Willie Mays of the Giants be-
came the ninth major
player in history to hit rout-
home runs in one game this
afternoon. His slugging efforts
helped the San'Francisco club
to clobber the Braves, 14-4.
The only time Mays failed
to connect was in the fifth tu-
ning. That frame was pitched
by Mae Drabowsky, who; only
four yeans ago was pitching
for Dan Jegsee. Drabowsky,
recently traded to the Bnayes
froni the Chicago Clubs, was
removed for a pinch hitter in
the last of the fifth but not
until he had retired the Giant
slugger an a line drive
(Graduation Formal ?)
For That Man With The
Button-Down Mind
MANY of you like our button-downs so'much
that you can hardly bear to wear anything
else even on. special evenings; now there is no
reason why you should. So here is a formal
button-down of fine broadcloth; with button
cuffs. And it bulges gracefully at the collar as
a button-down should, ' S©95
'. ..' MEN'S.SHIRT DEPT. . . .
'Stackpole, Mooref Tryoii
115 Asylum Street
n
- ' pf Americas' Fine
1PVDUD0NT
WANTrriLMTD
GOME BACK AGAIN
S M . S C H A E F E R B R E W I N G C O . . H E W Y O R K a n d A S - B A i i V . if.
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Bantams Rout Wes,
Sanders And Anderson Star
DAVE HEMPHIIX, NUMBER TWO
MAN ON FROSH TENNfcJ WQi/iiU, re.u.iis
ball (arrow) to Wesleyan opponent. Hemp-
hill defeated his opponent in three
(Photo by Roberts) sets.
Wesleyan, M. I. T. Frosh
Racquetmen Are Victims
BY LARRY BLUMEEBG
MAY 11 A determined
Frosh tennis team soared to its
first victory of the season to-
day over a highly rated Wes-
since the Wesman were not
able to field a full squad.
Bill Minot, Dave Hemphill,
Dave Pyle, and Bob Miller all
Scored victories in the singles,
leyan squad by the score of! M i n ° t and Hemphill each need-
5-2. Coach Dath agreed to can- «ig three sets to defeat their
eel the sixth singles m a t c h
and the third doubles match
Our Colorful Sportswear
Includes:
BERMUDA SHORTS
KMT ~ SHIRTS
MADRAS-BATIK
JACKETS
27 Lewis St.
Hartford
46 LaSaJle Ed.
West Hartliir
opponents. Trinity's only sin-
gles defeat was inflicted upon
Tom Stevens by Wesleyaa's
Bob Older.
CAMBRIDGE, MAY 13—
The Bantams recorded their
second win in a row as they
edged by t h e Engineers o f
j M. I. T. by , the score of " 5-4
'today. The match proved to
be a precedent as each team
fielded twelve men.
short season for any of the
players to really '.'come along."
"You don't g^t a ohanee to tell
w h o c a n h i t . " - •'•
With more gar|ies, the play-
ers would pick up experience
and wouldn't make as many
lapses on the field and the base-
paths.
When a major league team
drops two in a row, or goes
for a stretch of three or four
By ANDY MILLEB
MIDDLETOWN, May .13—
Tony Sanders pitched and bat-
ted the Bantams to a 16-1 vic-
tory over . arch-rival Wesleyan
today. The little -righthander
had three singles and drove in
six runs in
 i addition to giving
up only four singles to the
Cardinals.
The Bantams continued on
the hitting streak w h i c h
trounced the Coast Guard Wed-
nesday, and* .- thus increased
their season record to 5-6.. They
scored two runs in the second,
and chased the Card starter
from the mound with a.four- the.. month of April froughly
run outburst in the third.
 t
 vj equivalent, to. the games a col-
The Cardinals were clearly jlcge Icr.m . • pteys) goes
outclassed. Their four pitchers heralded for a while. .
allowed a total of fifteen hi's.
and walked;eight: In addition;
they hit four batsmen";, and
win avenged a 7-3- defeat in-]
flirted upon the Bantams last j
month.
Aided by. 10 errors
eleven walks, the Bantams
eight runs without the ha n
ing hit into the outfield
and
Three Quick Innings
In t h r e e of the innings
Sanders pitched, he retired the
side on less than eight pitches.
In addition, he struck out one jCainrse c£ 5 2 1 Ktncaid3 i a •«
COASI CVAB»
eleven waiKS, me oajiicu» ^ ««" - , •«- • — - —
belted four Academy pitchers Cbastie. Petn Landerman. John;our cade y pitcners jt^uasue. JTL-IP uuiucmw", " " " johnsn
hits Twelve of their iPitcairn, and Don-Woodruff all iAndrsr
L ,~^™*A • Ditched an inning of rcliel (-sjHaiirnruns were unearned.
First baseman Doug Ander-
pit  
. was able to nis ; v v i n n e r T i 2 o
a -i 4 HidmtiSb 4 _
6 vv 1 Thntsn rf 1 it n .
6 3 4 O'Dmnll 4 o j - '
ss 3 2 t Burtliane 2 ! i
2 Smith 2 l o t
3 S 0
1 0 0
2 3 L
Ry
v v i n n e r T i 2 o on»\iesi
LeahyH a. o i W
    j
son, l i m p i n g o n a c c o u n t of .an] e n t i r e s ta f f a w o r k o u t . _
 {
i n j u r y l a s t - w e e k , w a s t h e o u t - j Ro l l i e J o h n s o n a n d Bill j ^ y ) o r 3 r n o H f f l s r r f 3 0
s t a n d i n g h i t t e r , b e l t i n g four L e a h y a l s o h i t we l l . J o h n s o n ! S a n d e r s 4 0 0 5 I n 3 $ f
dbl d d i v i g in three j hit a tworun homer in the ^ ^
0 o
 Ionson3.$ fi •)
J J| g  games "with" or tyl ive ^or sixj oubles an  ri ing -r ^ ^ J J| g SStKp I fl ohits nobody notices. But in a I runs in six trips to the plate. I sixth, while Leahy, hit a » o - ; p i 1 f ! l l m , ( i n o Rimnwp n 0 4
college, which schedules : only I Second baseman Bill Polk al- run double. jWdraff P _O _O _0 Hannap
 | 0 ti n
4
15 games, a slight slump, can so raised his average sub-
affect the whole team and be stantially with four singles in
di l i d i )sastrous, A osing recor  n)six at bats.
George Bachtell, the second j Totals 4a in 15 Totals 30 1 a
of four Academy hurlers, saw'
a professional league' during
un-
Tony Sanders turned in
A g a i n the Bantams were j
carried by their singles men.
For the first time this year
Minot .and Hemphilll were both
able to conquer their oppon-
ents in straight s e t s . Dave
Pyle, Bob Miller and Al Wal-
lace were also triumphant. Un-
fortunately, Trinity was not as
effective in the doubles de-
partment, l o s i n g all three
matches.
This week the Bantams .will-
journey to Amherst to play a
rescheduled match with the
Lord Jeffs and will entertain
Westminster later in the week.
Rescheduled m a t c h e s with
Kent and Loomis will be play-
ed in the near future.
threw * one wild pitch while
their teammates were busy
commiting five errors.
Tom Calabrese, Bill Leahy,
and
Warm Weather Club
Pike Wallops AD, 14-5,
To Tie For League Title
As the intramural Softball
[season officially closed last| week, the American League
champions still remained un-
determined. Pike took a major
WHYDiD
JWSHMTHffl l
SCHAEFER BEER?
drive in two runs. Raymond
raised his average with, three
singles to produce one tally,
while scoring four Bantam
runs, and' Leahy, with a single
and a sacrifice fly, drove in
another pair. '
Pitchers Can Hit
Sanders' clutch hitting was
the key, though. The first four
times he went up to the plate,
he found the bases loaded, and
each time drove in at least one
run. The captain had a perfect
day" at the plate, with three
hits and two walks.
The only run he allowed in
his seven-inning stint came in
his last frame, when a pop-fly
single to short left-center
•scored W e s first sacker
Brownie Towle,
Bantam -coach Dan Jessee,
commenting upon his team's
step in their attempt at t he ! s u d d e n successes, could find no
coveted league crown with a ra*onal explanation for the
have played their tiest under| warm-weather conditions. In
Maryland during vacation; for
example, the Bantams won
had their | t h e u * first two games, handily
^.T_U—»--{ under a clear sky with warm
breezes. But in the wind-swept j
frigid field at Annapolis, thej
Bantams left their bats home.;
Of course, this is only a-trend
indicated by a few games, but
most of the season so far has,
been played in cold, windy\
weather. • • - j
Jessee hopes that sunny j
weather prevails during the |
next week as the Bantams
close their season with three
games. Williams visits Hart-
ford on Monday with the same
club that beat Wesleyan a week
ago. On Thursday, the Hill-
toppers visit Worcester Tech,
returning on Saturday to close
the season at home against the
strong six innings until being
taken out for a i*est by Coach
Dan Jessee. He allowed only
one run and two hits, in ad-
dition to two walks. The run!
came in the second, when i
Coast Guard came the closest j
to the Bantams. Jack McCann I
'tripled and Sanders wild-pitch-1
ed him home.
only one in-field .hit off him in j Trinity"
a
 two innings—and yet allowed coast "Guard
202 352 SO0- 13
010 €00 000-- I
CONNECTICUT PRINTERS
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
~Case. Lockwood & Brainard Letterpress Division
Kellogg & Bulkeley Lithographic Division
smashing 14-5 victory o v e r
AD, previously unbeaten in
five games and now deadlock-
ed with Pike for first.
Supporting the superb pitch-
ing performance of .Chad '
Hughes with clutch fielding,
Pike limited the losers to one
tally until the seventh ' inning,
when AD erupted for four ad-
ditional runs in. the thickening
darkness. The victor's capital-
ization on Jud Robert's wild-
ness and a display of timely
hitting produced a nine-run
| first which p r o v i d e d more
than an' ample margin of vic-
tory for Hughes.
AD and Pike will meet a
second time; this one to de-
termine the league titlist and.
opposition for the National
League victors' in Tuesday's
intramural Softball champion*
ship.
Crew NL Champs
In other American . League
action QED was twice victor-
ious, with t r i u m p h s over
Brownell and the St. A's entry
7-2. Brownell e v e n e d this
week's won-lost record with
their forfeit victory over Jar-
vis. Assuring their first-place
occurrence. He mentioned that
Tufts Jumbos.
TRINITY
all
AVEStEVAS
h al i b
Calbrsecf 7 fl 2 Wattcf
Polk 2 6 1 1 Berry 3y
Jolinsn c 4 2 1 Allen If
Andrsnlb 6 2 -2 Towle 1
4 0 0
- 4 0 0
4 0 n
3 1 2,
Hallorn ss 4 . 2 2 Tucker rf 4 0 0
Rymrifl rf 5 4 3 Ndham ss 0 0 0
Leahy IE 4 3 1 Krtzes ss 4 0 1
Pltcalrn p. 0 • 0 0 Yeo 2 4 .0 1
Wdruffp 0 0 0 Beeehen c 3 0 .1
Fshler3 3 1 OWeilp 0 0 0
Sanders-p 3 1 3 Hmpry p--1 0 0
the rest of the team was in-1 winner if l. o" 0 Burks n 2 o o
uttiwd* 0 0 0
-spired by the pitching turned in
as of late by Sanders and his
cohorts. Sanders allowed only
one walk; .while his two re-
lievers yesterday, John Pit-
cairn and Don Woodruff, did
Totals 43 16 15
Triniy
Wesleyan
Totals 33 1 51
024 340 '210—16 i
000 000 100— 1
NEW LONDON, MAY 10—
T r i n i t y took advantage of. j
l G lnpt give up any. s oppy Coast uard play to ro l j
Master Dan observed that up a 19-1 victory today. The
most New England college
teams, Trinity included, don't
play enough games during the
He's lucky they left at al!.
Guests have a way of ex-
tending their stay when
you serve Schaefer, all
around.That's because
Schaefer gives you ail the
pleasure of the first beer,
every beer through.
I H E F. ! M. SCKAEFER B R E W I N G - C O . . NEW YORK and ALB A ti Y, N. Y.
T h e Independents, Jaguars,
and TX a c h i e v e d , their
triumphs over the Bantams,
while Psi U won by forfeit
against Phi Psi.
STANDINGS
AMERICAN' LEAGUE
Pike
AD
Deke -
QED
Brownell
St. A's
Jarvis
DPhi
Ralph's Auto Service
FIRST STOP
GOING HOME!
® OIL CHANGE AND GR1ASI JOS
> MINOR TUNE-UPS
« TIRES—NIW ANB RECAPPED
• SPRING FLUSHES
•- ATLANTIC SERVICE STATION
1698 BERLIN TPEE. JA 9-0063
Below Hartford Motel RALPH DILISIO
>o' MINUTES FROM TRINITY"
'i
i
6-1
6-11
3-2 i £:;;
3-3 j
3-3
2-3
0-5
0-5
LUCKY S T R I K E P R E S E N T S :
OR, FROOS'S THOUGHT FOR THE OAY: A penny saved it a penny earned. And if you couM
put away a penny a week for one year... why, you will have fifty-two cents!
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Crpw- 6-0
Sigma Nu
Jaguar
PsiU
deadlock, AD won their final phi
tilt against St. A's; while the!TX,
co-leaders, Pike, triumphed in I Bantams
their game with pPhi. [Neds
On the National League
scene Crow continued its early
season mastery and clinched
the league title. Combining a
powerful hitting attack and j
consistent fielding with .the [
strong . pitching performances |
of K e r r y Fitzpatrick, thej
League champions have, polish- j
ed off their six opponents for
a perfect season record. On i
Tuesday they will meet the |
victors of the American League !
playoff.
Concluding the N a t i o n a l
League • action, the Psi U; TX,
and Jaguar entries completed
their schedules with victories.
4-2
3-1
• • 3-21
. 2-3. |
2-3 I
• . ' • 1 - 4
0-5
These standings are not final,
as games are still to be played.
For the kind of haircut you
want, patronize
Tommy's
isrber Shep
You get fast deluxe service
• only a few steps
from campus
Why not come in today?
105 New Britain Avenue
Near Broad' Street
Brookside Restaurant
POT ROAST OF BEEF
VEGETABLES AND POTATOES
ROLLS AND BUTTER
$1.25
FOOD AND 3TOUE FAVORITE BEVERAGES AT
JNTEW BRITAIN A VE. \~~
Dear Dr. Frood; Our college mascot
is a great big lovabla Saint Bernard.
He.,loves everyone—except me. In -
fact, he has bitten me viciously'
eight times. What-can I do to get
him to tike me?
Frustrated Dog Lover
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Mother him. To
carry this off, I suggest you wear a
raccoon coat, let your hair and eye-
brows grow shaggy and learn to
whimper affectionately.
Dear Dr. Frood: Most of my.life here
is extracurricular, i carry the drum
for the band, pull the curtain forthe
drama society, wajc the court for the
basketball team, scrape the ice for
the hockey team, clap erasers for
the faculty club and shovel snow
for the fraternity houses. Do you
think these activities will really help
me when I get out of college?
Eager
DEAR EAGER: 1 don't think the col-
lege will let you out.
Dear Dr. Frood: On New Year's
Eve I foolishly resolved to be
more generous with my Luckies.
My friends have held me to this,
and I've been forced to givft
away several packs a day. What
do you think would happen if I
broke this resolution?
Resolute
DEAR RESOLUTE: i t 's hard to
tell, really. Lightning, a runaway
horse, a tornado—who knows?
Dear Or. Frood: Before vacation, my girl and I.
agreed to exchange Christmas presents, i sent her
a nice hanky. You can imagine how J felt when Y
awoke Christmas morning to find a sports car
from her. What can I do now? -
• Distraught
DEAR DISTRAUGHT: Rermnd
her that Easter giving time is
just around the corner.
.11
Dear Dr. Frood: Can you help me convince my girl that
•I'm not as stupid as she thinks 1 am?
* Anxiou*
DEAR ANXIOUS: Perhaps, but you'll have to convince m*
first.
f •: Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodations
W for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
;;.;: groups-in the heart of midtown New York, close to|f all transportation -and nearby Empire State Build-
Is ing. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,
f;: Iaundry,barbershop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C
8- Rate;: Single Rooms $2.5G-$2.60; Double Rooms 54-J4.20
I JLL1AM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C}
§ 3 5 6 West 34th St., New York, H. Y. Oxford 5-5133 {nr. Penn Sta-S
TO GET A QUICK LIFT, suggests Frood, step into an elevator and light up a Lucky. In-
stantly, your spirits will rise. When you savor your Lucky, you're IN—for college students
smoke more Luckies than aqy other regular, they're a wised-up bunch who've known - , .
all along tr, j t Luckies taste great. Get the cigarettes with the toasted taste—get Luckies. /
CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a changd
Product of i/Ae- t&ntpu
-" tfyrfa&eo-h our middlc.*amii
